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LIMITS TO SOLIDARITY? 

by Michael Harrington 

B 
illed as Solidarity Day DI, La
bor Day l 983 came at a dismal 
time (or the working people of 
America, and for the demo
cratic left in general Pros-

pects for both are exceedingly difficult. but 
not impossible. 

The negatives are obvious. The vaunted 
"recovery" contains a continuing, and per· 
manent, recession. Auto sales and profits 
may be up, but 200,000 members of the 
UAW are still on the streets. The steel com
panies broke a tacit agreement with the un
ion within weeks of obtaining concessions 
from it and are in the process of lopping off 
another l 00, 000 or so jobs. All of these trou
bles are compounded politically by a Demo
cratic presidential race in which no candidacy 
has caught fire. No candidate has put forward 
a clear alternative to Rea1t300mics or neo
hl>eralism (which is "our" Reaganomics). At 
the same time, profound differences over 
Reagan's militarism in Central America could 
once again split the labor movement. 

But the situation is far from hopeless, a 
fact that l can stress in good conscience 
becuse J warned against a fucile optimism in 
these pages last year. At that time there 
were many who talked as if the recession 
were endless and that, as a consequence, 
any Democrat would easily defeat Reagan. 
The recession, l wrote, would come to an 
end, and the timing of that development 
could make Reagan a very powerful candi
date. 'That is still a distinct possibility. It is by 
no means a certainty. 

The basic fact is that the aisis of the 
eighties has not been resolved. It would be a 
serious error to think that an interlude in a 
vast structural shift in the American econo
my marks the end of that turblOOnt transi
tion. Reagan could be in economic trouble in 
the fall of 1984-or not. In either case, the 
ideas of the democratic left retain their long
range relevance. They provide the only pro-
gressive way out of our plight- even if they 
do not guarantee political success in the 
short run. A central thought for trade un
ionists and progressives is that we have to 
keep building the base for that fundamental 
and radical alternative even as we try to cope 
with the murky problems of 1984. 

It is crucial in developing a perspective 
for the eighties and not just for 1984 to, see 
that the current recovery is an interlude in an 
ongoing crisis. The United States is not sim
ply in an economic downturn that will end 
with the economy organized more or less as 
it was at the outset (as was the case in the 
Great Depression). It is entering a new eco
nomic period characterized by a radical 

• transformation of the world division of labor 
(the dominance of multinationals: the fact 
that the South Koreans and the Brazilians 
can make steel and build ships as efficiently 
as the Japanese); by an unprecedented in
ternationalization of capital as corporations 
create their "global fa~"tories"; and by a tech
nological revolution that is reshaping the 
very character of work as w«:ll as the indus-

"Profound differences over 
Reagan's militarism in Cen
tralAmerica could once again 
split tM labor movement. '~ 

trial geography of every advanced country. 
The most obvious single consequence of 
these intersecting transfonnat:ions is a qual
itative increase in the level of "nonnal" un
employment in every Western economy, a 
trend that strikes most savagely at minori
ties, youth, and women. 

In the seventies and early eighties these 
developments set off strong inflationary ten
dencies that could not be fought by traditional 
Keynesian policies. In part that was the re
sult of "accidents," like the energy price 
hikes of 1974-5 and 1979-80 which, within a 
systematically wasteful, anti-environmental 
economy were extremely detrimental. In 
part, there was an "American" dimension to 
the crisis in this country where, for instance, 
a system of fee-for-ser\'ice medicine paid for 
by third-party insurers creatf'd the highest 
rate of medical inflation in the West. 

More to the central point, the inflationary 
trends were a consequence of the failure to 
deal with the basic transfonnations that pro-
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duced the chronic unemployment. Since the 
government, under Carter as well as Rea
gan, could not come up with a progressive, 
planned way of carrying out the restructuring 
of the economy, the costs of that restructur
ing were borne by workers and their com
munities while Washington relied on mone
tary policy to fight soaring prices. It was 
Jimmy Carter who first took that road (and 

who appointed Paul Volker to lead the Fed
eral Reserve Board). As interest rates rose 
to unprecedented heights, farmers were 
driven to bankruptcy, conswners couldn't af
ford cars or houses, corporations played 
takeover games with tax-subsidized and bor
rowed dollars, the other Western economies 
saw money fleeing from their internal prob
lems and emigrating to the United States. 
Finally, after the official jobless rate almost 
reached 11 percent, with an increase of some 
millions in the poverty population, with the 
devastation of workers' jobs and their com
munities and a reduction in the living stand
ard of the American people, the conditions 
for "recovery" were, and are, at hand. 

The recovery had nothing to do with 
Ronald Reagan's policies and the whole de
structive process did not resolve any of 
those basic structural problems. The presi
dent proved a point familiar to socialists for 
well over a century: that if capital can jettison 
obsolete factories, communities, and people 
without cost; if wages can be pushed down 
far enough; if the inefficient companies can 
be driven out of the market; then profits can 
go up and recovery can proceed. This, of 
course, has nothing to do with the "supply 
side" redistribution of wealth from the work
ing people and the middle class to the rich, or 
with the vicious attack on social programs. 
The investment boom that was supposed to 
provide the basis for a balanced budget in 
1984 has yet to occur and a conservative 
president tolerates unprecedented deficits. 

Therefore. the basic question still re
mains: How will the further, and much more 
profound, restructuring of the American 
t'conomy proceed? When those long-run fac
tors once again plunge the economy into cri
sis, will there be another period of handouts 
to the rich and suffering for the majority? Or 
can an American labor movement which, in 



the course of the last year, has been brutal
ly mauled and organizationally weakened, 
come up with an alternative? 

Combat Plans 
The AFL-ClO has a number of key ide

as in its approach to that question. First, it is 
for planning the reindustrializat:ion of Ameri
ca-which means that it is opposed to both 
Reaganism and neoliberalism. Second, it be
lieves that this planning must involve the 
participation of the unions as well as of the 
corporations and business. That, too, is 
sound and essential. Third, it favors a Recon
struction Finance Corporation (RFC), some
what along the lines urged by Felix Rohatyn. 
as a key institution in this response. 

The readers of DEMOCRATIC LEFT are 
familiar with our reservations on this third 
point, and I will only restate them here. ls 
labor strong and insistent enough to offset 
the technocratic bias that is clearly envision
ed in Rohatyn's scheme? Rohatyn has pub-

licly said that too much democracy is bad for 
planning. How does that square with a gen
uine "tri-partism" of labor, management, and 
government? Moreover, can the major in
terests in America be divided into three? Can 
labor speak for minorities and women? If one 
doubts that the answer is yes, how does one 
represent those other constituencies? 

These are, let me emphasize, ques
tions. All progressives should welcome, and 
support, the unions' emphasis upon demo
cratic planning as the point of departure for a 
progressive resolution of the structural cri
sis. But there must be debate and exchange 
over issues that are not simply a matter of 
details. The question of genuine, bottom-up 
popular participabon in the restructuring of 
America does not have to do with some in
tellectual concern with political process as 
such. Who makes decisions and how they are 
made will usually detennine what decisions 
are made. Unions, which participated in their 
own undoing under the Nixon wage-price 
control system, know that all too well and 
must never forget it. 

Finally, there is a new factor in this 
economic crisis: its international dimension, 
particularly as it has been focused by Ronald 
Reagan's unconscionable policies in Central 
America. 

No one who has lived through, or read 
about, the history of the last two decades can 
doubt the connections, both economic and 
political, between such international events 
and domestic policies. The escalation of the 
American intervention in Vietnam in 1965 did 
more to subvert the Great Society and the 
War on Poverty than all of the reactionaries 
in the United States. The inflationary spiral 
that was to undercut the liberal wisdom in the 
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seventies was not "caused" by Vietnam
but it most certainly began with, and was 
because of, Vietnam. A president unwilling 
to defend a rightly unpopular war financed it 
by printing money rather than by raising 
taxes. That turned out to be the first step on 
a slippery slope. 

The domestic consequences of foreign 
policy are even more important today than in 
the sixties. It is precisely the "middle class" 
sector of the Third World, the successful 
nations of the sixties and seventies, which is 
being most cruelly victimized by the current 
international economic crisis, particularly in 
Latin America. In Mexico, Brazil, Argentina 
-not to forget Chile under the despicable 
Pinochet-the living standards of masses of 
people have been drastically cut. The dem
onstrations and the riots have begun. 

At such a point, it is madness to follow a 
politics of adventurist militarism as the re
sponse to hemispheric economic and social 
upheaval. The famous Vietnam "dominoes" 
conjured up by the hawks did not materialize 
in the seventies- but the entire Western 
hemisphere is now filled with shaky econom
ic dominoes in the eighties. If the policy being 
followed in Salvador and Nicaragua is gener
alized, it will not simply be a violation of the 
basic democratic values of this country. It 
will commit this nation to the side of reaction 
and against insurgent masses, Le., to the 
classic formula of every American political 
and military defeat since 1945. That is not 
simply stupid and irrunoral though it is unde
niably both. It is also a terrible blow to the 
national security of the United States and the 
international security of the world. 

And who, on this Labor Day 1983, could 
think that an America that deals with eco
nomic and social crises in Latin America with 
armed force will cope with its domestic eco
nomic and social crisis with democratic fi
nesse? Indeed, isn't there a consistency be
tween Reaganomics and Reagan's militar
ism, both seeking to deal with deep problems 
by turning savagely upon their victims? 

I do not want to go into the intricacies of 
foreign policy in this context (there are com
plexities; of course the Soviets fish in trou
bled waters; of course one must urge the 
Sandinistas to live up to their own original 
program even as one opposes any and all 
American intervention even if they do not; 
and so on). My point is that the democratic 
left has to face up to these foreign policy 
issues and find a way to deal with them that 
will not guarantee the victory of reaction 
(which is what happened in the presidential 
elections of 1968 and 1972). 

There are some hopeful signs. Lane 
Kirkland has been conciliatory with regard to 
differences within the AFL-CIO on defense 
and foreign policy. Some disputes have been 



papered over with each side retaining the 
right to state its own position. And let there 
be no mistake: I l><'lieve that those progres
sives within and without the labor movement 
have to fight as hard as possible against Rea
gan's disastrously wrong policies in Latin 
America. I don't for a minute want to trim on 
the basic issue. Neither, I assume, do Kirk
land and tho e who support him. 

At the least, there llllght be a new em
phasis within the unions, a sense of some of 
the critical interconnections between foreign 
and domestic policy. If not, is it possible to 
unify where there is unity-against Reaga
nomics-and to disagree. even on basic 
questions of foreign policy, with the know!-

edge and the attitude that those other unities 
still do. and must, exist? I do not know. and 
my past experience indicates that the answer 
might be negative. But everyone, on all 
side:.;, has to think long and hard about how 
labor can develop a policy toward a president 
who is universally opposed on domestic is
sues but not on questions of foreign policy. 

These are difficult-if not quite impos
sible-times. A socialist left with a clear 
sense of a basic economic alternative and an 
internationalist commitment to a democratic 
foreign policy and against militarist adven
tures is not "the" answer. It is most certainly 
a critical component of the answers. • 

ORGANIZING 

Not Time for the 
Blue-Collar Blues 
by Stanley Aronowitz 

F 
aced with a rapidly developing 
technological revolution at 
the workplace, "experts" and 
journalists are proclaiming 
the end of the blue-collar 

worker. The apocalyptic· prediction corre· 
sponds to the fond hopes of capital that its 
main nemesis, organized production work
ers, will fade into the pasl The dream of the 
automatic factory has been long on capital's 
agenda; labor saving is the point of the com
puter-based technologies now invading the 
workplace. The only trouble with the dream. 
even from the standpoint of business. is that 
it raises more problems than it solves, ex
cept in the short run and then only for the 
largest employers. Unlike the unmediate 
post-war period, when relative reductions of 
production workers were taken up by rapidly 
expanding private and public service sectors, 
the outlook now is for stagnant and even 
substantial reductions in the size of the labor 
force in many service induslries. Under 
these circumstances, technological change in 
production means permanent tmemployment 
for millions Mass joblessness slows eco
nomic growth, places downward pressure on 
wages. and reduces conswnption. It also 
tends to produce political unrest and eventu
ally drains capital away from investment be
cause, unless our ethical values change, peo
ple still need to be fed, clothro and housed 
and business taxes are the only viable source 
of state welfare. The prospect of eliminating 
the blue-collar workers is simply a pipe 

dream. "Automation" was supposed to get 
rid of auto. oil, steel. and rubber workers m 
the fifties, but though the proportion of blue
collar workers was reduced compared to the 
pre-war levels, the number of production 
workers actually increased because the level 
of production and services expanded more 
rapidly than the displacement of workers due 
to technical changes. 

Today computer-mediated processes 
have deeply affected the labor process in 
many industries: robots are taking over cer
tain operations in the auto plants. but by no 
means all of them; some machine tool plants 
have witnessed the widespread use of nu
merical controls using memory chips that 
reduce the skilled machinist to an operator 
and transfer the skilled work to computer 
progranuners; and steel mills are undergoing 
major changes as the traditional open hearth 
is giving way to basic oxygen processes gov-
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emed by computers. Simultaneously, the 
major steel companies have closed a dozen 
major plants. Among the reasons they give is 
that these plants have become technologi
cally obsolete_ Since 1959, the nwnber of 
steelworkers has been reduced from more 
than 600,000 to about 250,000. Although the 
last steep drop was caused primarily by the 
1979-83 economic crisis, employment bad 
been reduced by more than a third during 
boom times because automation processes 
such as console-controlled rolling mills had 
contnbuted to layoffs. 

Shrinking Sectors 
The issue is not whether technological 

innovation is inherently labor saving. It is. 
The question is whether bJue..collar workers 
disappear in the age of computerization and 
other labor saving machines. Here, the an
swer is less clear. It depends primarily on the 
level of economic growth. During sharp 
slowdowns in production or actual declines, 
production workers are nonnally laid off until 
inventories are depleted and demand picks 
up. If capital invests in labor saving machines 
to improve its position in a shrinking market, 
the combination of depression and technical 
change results in both temporary and perma
nent layoffs. This is exactly what happened in 
the last three years. 

This tendency was particularly pro
nounced in certain industries like steel, 
where the union made major concessions 
to management that allowed companies to 
make changes in the work process almost at 
will. The union accepted management's ar
gument that the best assurance of job secur
ity against the threat of international compe
tition is a technological, up-to-date work
place. But, U.S. Steel took many of the sav
ings granted through concessions and ex
panded its investment outside the steel in
dustry while at the same time closing some 
important mills in response to the economic 
crisis. 

The new international economic envi
rorunent has forced American industry to 
become more competitive for the first time 
since before the Second World War. The 
Japanese, Germans and the French are clos
ing the technology gap, and even though 
wages and benefits for workers in these 
countries is approximately the same as for 
American workers, U.S. costs are often 
higher for selected products because of tech
nological backwardness. In many consumer 
goods industries American employers have 
already suffered perhaps irreparable defeat 
-garments. shoes, electronics come to 
mind (even though the rise of Asian, Latin 
and a southern European production in these 
fields is often financed by U.S.-based multi-



national corporations). In others, the defeat 
takes the form of diversification by the so
called intermediate technology industries 
(particularly steel and rubber) and in a third 
case, say autos, weaker companies rush to 
make deals with stronger foreign producers 
such as, for example, AMC's arrangement 
with the powerful Renault, a state-owned 
French enterprise. However, in large nwn
bers of cases, the American solution is wage 
concessions from unions combined with mas
sive technical innovation. 

The results are already here. Auto em
ployment has been cut by a third, even 
counting the modest recovery in the first half 
of 1983; the machine tool industry is adopting 
numerical controls at such a rapid pace that 
the Machinists union has lost 10,000 mem
bers a month for the past two years; and the 
chemical industry is undergoing a new round 
of technological change that cuts further into 
the numbers of the 1 million workers it em
ployed before 1979. 

Among the hardest hit blue-collar work
ers are those engaged in transportation. 
Containers have reduced the number of long
shoremen; rail unions have been fighting em
ployer efforts to introduce automatic equip
ment and insist on smaller crews for speed
up reasons. Organizational changes in the 
trucking industry, especially deregulation by 
the federal government, have reduced the 
size of the labor force as smaller companies 
have gone under in the new era of fierce 
competition and the economic crunch. 

Technological change, economic crises, 
and capital flight to Third World and other 
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less-developed countries have all contnb
uted to the employer assault on the job se
curity of American workers. Unions are los
ing their hard-won shop floor power to regu
late changes in the work process, particu
larly how new machines will be introduced 
and who will be trained to operate them. 
Moreover, many employers are demanding 
old-fashioned methods to increase produc
tion: speedup (producing more in less time), 
stretchout (working more machines than be
fore) and broadbanding (taking more respon
sibility for the same pay). All of these meth
ods by which employers hope to remain com
petitive entail workforce reductions, espe
cially in a stagnant economy. 

Forgotten Blue-Collars 
Most of us tend to think of what has 

become known as the "service" economy as 
an exclusively white-collar world, even 
though millions of service workers are in 
conventional blue-collar occupations. Among 
the oldest service trades is building service 
-maintenance mechanics, operating engi
neers, laborers, and elevator operators who 
work in giant office buildings and large resi
dential apartment houses in every city. Al
though some of these occupations, particu
larly that of elevator operators, have been 
automated out of existence to a large degree 
and others such as cleaning are being mech
anized, the number of building service work
ers is increasing in many cities or staying 
stable. Some occupations of the service 
economy, such as repair workers of all sorts, 
are not suffering sharp cuts, but the nature of 
the work is undergoing a revolution. The 
major change is that in earlier stages of 
mechanization, mechanics were required to 
possess detailed knowledge of the machine. 
They really needed considerable skill to 
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make repairs. In the past 20 years, as com
panies produced units rather than parts for 
the machine, the main job of the average 
mechanic has become diagnostic. The actual 
repair consists of replacing one unit with an
other. Few mechanics today are capable of 
performing complex repairs. 

This degradation of the maintenance 
service function is particularly important in 
office machinery repairs, now controlled en
tirely by the manufacturer. Here, the "main
tenance engineer" is a customer service ad
viser and mechanic rolled into one, a primary 
instance of broadbanding. 

Many employers do not wish to define 
this new occupation as a "blue-collar" job, 
partly because the worker has broader re
sponsibility and more autonomy in the field, 
but also because blue-collar workers are usu
ally union members, see themselves in an
tagonistic relations with the boss and are less 
prone to be "company people." 

Perhaps the oldest and largest category 
of service mechanics is employed by the tele
phone company. They deal with residential 
and business customers as well as fix and 
replace telephones. This group has been cul
tivated by a fairly sophisticated employee 
relations campaign to identify their interests 
with those of the company. To a great ex
tent, this campaign succeeded because of the 
large number of supervisory positions in the 
telephone business and the tendency of A TT 
to recruit its servicemen for these jobs. On 
the other hand, line workers and other me
chanics have been forced to battle the com
pany for years on issues such as wages, 
technological change, health and safety con
ditions, and workloads. In the final account
ing, they have, together with operators. or
ganized a union, the Communications Work
ers, that has slowly evolved into a militant, 
progressive organization. 

The last major category of blue-collar 
workers, construction trades, have suffered 
a fate similar to that of production workers. 
Employment in this industry that once em
ployed nearly 4 million workers has been 
reduced by nearly a third Entire crafts have 
been destroyed by technological innova
tions, such as prefabricated materials and 
large machinery. The number of new hous
ing starts has declined in comparison with the 
1950s and 1960s. Chronically high interest 
rates and mounting con~truction costs make 
the purchase of single fumily dwellings pro
hibitive for young working people. Condi
tions for many construction workers have 
deteriorated as building contractors seek to 

produce residential and commercial build
ings with nonunion labor. Lacking union 
constraints, contractors can speed-up their 
workers, use prefabricated materials at will, 
and cut comers in construction methods. 



What are unions doing? In some cases. 
notably those of the steelworkers and the 
Teamsters, they concede hard-won wages 
and working conditions to employers who 
threaten to leave or go out of business. When 
the Autoworkers gave back some wages lo 
General Motors they received, in retwn, job 
security guarantees for senior employees. A 
few union~ like the Machinists are struggling 
to develop bolder programs to deal with 
technological change. The Technology Bill of 
Rights provides that employers may not in
troduce new technologies without union con
sultation and makes teclulolowcal change a 
strikeable issue. It also provides for sharing 
the benefits of labor saving devices with 
workers. Like the Auto Workers the Ma
chinists are demanding that companies offer 
retraining and relocation rights to displaced 
workers: for example, that Machinists be 
paid to learn programming. while garment 
and textile unions fight for import quotas to 
protect members' jobs, the Auto Workers 
have spearheaded the so-called "domestic 
content" bill which passed in the House of 
Representatives. The legislation provides 
that domestic and foreign cannakers doing 
business in the US ensure that between 10 
percent and 90 percent of the content of the 
product be made here. In several states such 
as New York, New Jersey, Ohio, and Cali
fornia. and cities like Pittsburgh, plant clos
ing bills have been introduced requiring em
ployers to disclose plans to move from the 
community, provide hearings on economic 
impact, and provide some mild penalties for 
violators. In some cases such as the Com
munications Workers, unions are seeking to 
make corporate divestiture as well as tech
nological changes a bargaining issue. 

However, important as many of these 
measures afr, and protecting the rights and 
jobs of the existing labor force is a key ele
ment for maintaining union strength. two 
other steps are even more vital The labor 
movement has not mounted a major organiz
ing drive since the early sixties, when putlic 
employees were unionized. Today labor rep
resents barely 20 percent of the wage earn
ing labor force, a drop of 5 percent since the 
mid-seventies. In order to regain political 
and economic power, organizing would have 
to become the first priority on labor's agenda 
again. Most clerical workers are outside un
ions except in public sector agencies. Finan
cial services. the fastest growing industry, is 
virtually open shop. The rapidly expanding 
high tech sector is composed of both blue
collar and technical and professional occupa
tions and, in many parts of the country is 
completely nonunion. The people who make 
memory chips in California and Oregon suffer 
low pay, constant threats of plant closings if 
they join unions, and poor working condi-
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tions. Millions of southern textile, furniture, 
garment, and electronics industry workers 
work under miserable circumstances and 
desperately nee~ union representation to 
protect their jobs, improve their living stan
dards, and save their health. Half of all coal 
production is now done in nonunion strip 
mines. Many service workers in hospitals, 
buildings. and restaurants are in blue-collar 
occupations and do not enjoy the benefits of 
trade union organization. 

Of course, individual unions have tried, 
often valiantly to organize among these 
groups and the AFL-CIO has a few coordi
nated drives in southern cities and Los An
geles. Among these, the Amalgamated Clo
thing and Textile Workers registered a major 
breakthrough in winning union contracts in 
six J.P. Stevens plants in the upper south and 
the ILGWU won a stunning victory among 
immigrant garment workers in New York's 
Chinatown. The small. but dedicated Furni
ture Workers union has a remarkable string 
of southern representative election victo
ries, but has won few contracts from em
ployers who manipulate the weakened labor 
law to avoid bargaining in good faith. This 
raises the all important question of labor's 
political strategy. As early as the dawn of the 
AFL, labor sought legislative remedies to 
stay the hand of employers who felt obliged 
to reduce workers to conditions of virtual 
peonage in order to protect their capital 
against competition. Uruons have recognized 
the need to exert political pressure and even 
political power in order to advance the in
terests of working people. Now, more than 
ever, organized labor allocates much of its 
resources to political and legislative action. 
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Labor supports the hberal wing of the 
Democratic party as the best practical hope 
to gain a conducive environment for organiz
ing and collective bargaining as well as to 
expand the social welfare aspects of the 
state. Now labor has taken a fwther step; it 
seeks to influence the selection of the Demo
cratic candidate for president, to intervene in 
the party apparatus rather than wait for the 
convention outcome before making its en
dorsement. We may debate its particular 
choice, but the structural step represents a 
historic advance for the labor movemenL 
Whatever the outcome, political action is 
here to stay in organized labor and it now 
consists of more than getting out the labor 
vote. Unions are beginning to understand 
that the steep decline in traditional blue-col
lar membership cannot be reversed until la
bor becomes as much a political actor as an 
economic bargaining agent. Although Ameri
can unions, unlike their European counter
parts, still choose to work within one of the 
£Wo capitalist parties, the question of inde
pendent labor political action is on the ageq
da. If the Democrats do not adequately rep
resent labor's interests and choose, instead, 
to foUow a neoliberal or conservative path (as 
is likely in the near future), labor may have no 
choice but to build a party within the party, a 
strategy that would, for the first time since 
1924, indicate that unions are prepared to 
build new coalitions and either reconstitute 
the Democratic party from the left, or form a 
new one. • 

Stanley Aronountz is chair of the N. Y. DSA 
local and autlwr of the fm1Jrcoming Working 
Class Hero (Pilgrim Press). 



Chilean Labor: 
Ten Years Later 
by Jim Wilson 

T 
his month marks the 10th an-
11iversary of thP bloody military 
C<JU/J that resulted in the duJJJI 
of President Salvatim Allende 
and the fall of his dnruxrah-

cally Plectrd reformist government on Sep!Dn
ber 11. 1973. We asked DSA mnnbtr Jim 
Wilson to write his reflec/Ums on tM Chilean 
la/Jar mot't"17U'nl, then and noui. Wilson liwd 
in Santiago for sevenJeen months betwem 
19'12-1974 doing a study of workers' participa
tion in ma11agen1mt. He now works for the 
/UF, on internatumal labor secrelariat bastd 
in Geneva, Switzerland.-Eds. 

Jn November 1973, in a large. dingy 
auditorium on Santiago's working class west
side, I attended a gathering which to this day 
seems no less a hallucination, given the cir
cumstances. than it did then. It was a meet
ing uf sevt'ral hundred members of the Com
munist · led const11.1ction workers' federation. 
At th<: time, unauthorized gatherings of five 
or more. even for social or sporting events, 
were !'trictly forbidden. 

Hector Cuc,·as. the union's leader, as
sured me that thts meeting had been author
ized by the commander of the Santiago garri
son. The dcci~ion may have even passed 
General Osrar Bonilla himself, the Chnstian 
Demorratir·leaning minister of the interior 
who, it was given out a few months later, 
died in a never dearly explained helicopter 
crash. 

Near the seedy auditorium the burned
oul ruins of various Popular Unity (UP) party 
offict!S had scarrt:'ly stopl)('d smoldering. 
Down the street the CUT (Central Labor 
r'edt•ration) offic-l'S. riddled with bullet holes, 
wcrn a shambles, guarded by carabineros. A 
few blocks to the north, the puffed remains of 
bodies caught on big rocks in the shallow Rio 
Mapocho could be seen. Above them, the 
colorful pro-UP murals on the river bank 
walls were only now being whitewashed 
over. Whit('wash already l"'OVCred most of 
the buildings around the auditorium up to the 
second flor1r, erasmg such slogans as "The 
Pt:'opl<' United Shall Nt!ver Be Defeated." 
Nothin~ covered the blood stains on the side
walks. 

More· amazmg even than the atmo
sphere in which the construction workers' 

meeting took place was who participated. 
Cuevas spoke, giving a traditional militant 
speech, mcluding shouting and waving his 
arms wildly. without ever quite saying any
thing. Then he introduced a guest of honor. 
It was Ernesto Vogel. longtime railway 
workers' leader. vice prE'sident of the out
lawed CUT and, most si~cantly, the top 
Christian Democratic Party (PDC) unionist. 
The PDC, the largest opposition pany dur
ing 1\llende's presidency, was generally 
credited by the left with a good deal of re
sponsibility for the UP's fall Vogel spoke 
He said all the things Cuevas had carefully 
avoided: the heroic struggle of the Chilean 
working class throuJ;?h history; the massacre 
of thousands of nitrate miners at Santa Maria 
de Iquique at the turn of the century; the 
eternal need for working class unity. 

The unity among those who had fought 
each other showed in other instances. In the 
same days I visited the offices on the Alame
da of ANEF, the public employees' union. 
Several young Socialists wert! sweeping up 
the debris resulting from a raid by a detach
ment of airmen-the Air Force was assigned 
"labor relations" in the early days of the coup 
-who had ransacked the files and stolen the 
typewriters. Tucapel Jiminez, ANEF's pres
ident, longtune member of the Radical party 
and hence seen as part of the moderate wing 
of Allende's coalit1on, was in his office talking 
with Clotario Blest, a living legend in the 
Chilean labor movement Blest, founder of 
both the ANEF and the CUT. led lhose two 
organizations m a style consistent with his 
Catholic-social-doctrine cum radical-direct· 
action philosophy until he was replaced by 
more organization-minded types. In 1967 he 
presided at the foundinR convention of the 
fitklisla MIR. the extra-parliamentary Revo
lutionary Left MovemenL 

"The rank and file." Blest said, "are 
criticizing Tucapel for 'temponzing' with I.he 
government. 'Go to,' I tell the young cabros. 
'Support Tucapel, he'd give his life for the 
union.' Then I tell Tucapel, 'Do whatever 
you feel you must to save the organization.'" 

Nevertheless, for every anecdote de
scribing unity, there are equally telling ones 
demonstrating sectarianism in the Chilean 
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labor movement. Several types of Socialists 
(SP). the Communh;ts (CP). the Christian 
Democrats, Radicals, Mapucistas (two kinds 
plus the related Christian Leftists). and a 
number of smaller groupuscules percolated 
within this particular stew wilh a partisanship 
scarcely equaled elsewhere in the world of 
labor. ·mis was true before and after the 
coup. And it is true today. 

Allowing for considerable oversimplifi
cation, the Chilean labor movement may be 
characterized as follows: 

1. A tendency everywhere toward ref<mn
isl M anism, 11roadly <kfined. The PDC 
working class leaders, on the whole, almost 
as unquestioningly as the leftists. accept 
class struggle as a given. They feel that capi
talism. at least in Chile, is unworkable. They 
see the role of the U.S. in I..atin America as 
imperialistic The PDC unionists differ from 
the ldt primarily in the dt.·gree of state con
trol thev are willinl( to risk. On the other 
hand, Marxist-Leninism, if we mean by that 
"vanguardism" and armed struAA!e separate 
from the organized induslrial context, has 
never gotten far in organized labor in Chile. 

Z. A recumng commitment to trade im
ion unity. "Pluralism" has a bad name in 
Chilean labor due to lhe misuse there of the 
term. That is the Lerm sectors of the PDC 
political leadership and the AFL-CIO used m 
past years to encourage division. Only briefly 
did the PDC leadership in the sil<ties manage 
to pry the.tr co-n.:ligionists away from the 
leftist- led ClT More serious. further back, 
were the SP/CP splits. But these, too, were 
passing. 

3. Partisan diversity. At times the im
mediate polil.Jcal programs of the PDC un
ionists and the left have been so similar that 
more than on<• Chilean has remarked. ''The 
difference between a Communist and a PDC 
is a mass-going mother." But that difference 
has never been minimized. Simtlarly, the 
Radicals have historically had a fanatical anti· 
clericism that separated them from the PDC. 



No less divisive has been the CP's outdated 
but undisputable attachment to Moscow. 
The Socialists have just as firmly stood his
torically to the right and left of them. Add to 
this the natural personal antagonism nour
ished by years of so many parties fighting so 
intensely on such a small stage and the di
mensions of partisanship may begin to be 
comprehended. However, it has served to 
some extent as a guarantor of democracy. 

4. AdMmrct lo an ideal of trade union 
leadership. Blest attributed this clearly ob
servable tendency to the anarcho-syndical
ist traditions from which the modem Chilean 
labor movement emerged. "Why, those old 
anarchists, " be said, "they used to be such 
impossible puritans. We couldn't even smoke 
or drink in their presence." Chilean unionists 
have long since given up any qualms about 
smoking their harsh domestic cigarettes and 
drinking plenty of vino tinlo, like the workers 
they represent But they maintain a proleta
rian culture, including those in exile, that is 
several notches above many of their c:n~'
rades from other countries. They live m 
homes little different from the average work
er. They rarely own autom"oiles. Corrup
tion among them, in all parties, is almost 
unheard of. 

Given these characteristics, what has 
been the experience of Chilean labor leaders 
during the decade of military rule? 

The morning of the coup the top un
ionists gathered in the offices of the ~UT. By 
all accounts, the PDC contingent was the 
least heroic. "They were terrified," said one 
leftist present. perhaps unfairly, "of being 
swallowed up by those very murderous 
forces they themselves had helped to set in 
motion. " After it was clear that the military 
was not going to divide, they decided to with
draw their previous call for the workers to 
occupy the factories. While tanks rumbled 
through the streets and fighter bombers 
screeched across the city to terrify the papu
lation, the primary objective became to save 
lives. 

The leaders dispersed. Most, but not 
all, went into hiding until the heaviest fighting 
of the first hours was over. Some, primarily 
leftwing Socialists, joined the anned resist
ance in the cord.ones industriaks on the heav
ily industrialized southside. Luis Figueroa, 
a Communist, and Rolando Calderon, the 
CUT's promising young Socialist secretary 
general, had both been ministers in the gov
ernment and had special prices on their 
heads. Interestingly, the military forced 
their way into Vogel's home several times 
looking for Figueroa. "Even while differing 
strongly on palitical issues," Vogel said wist
fully months later, "one comes to feel close 
on a personal basis to those people, after 
working with them for so long." 

Figueroa and Calderon eventually 
gained asylum in the Swedish Embassy. 
They were allowed to leave the country in 
mid-1974. Figueroa died in Stockholm of can
cer the following year. Calderon lives in East 
Berlin today. 

In an early decree the CUT was offi
cially outlawed. The fate of the national un
ions was less clear. When the dust began to 
settle, the surviving union leaders returned, 
at considerable risk, to their various national 
union offices. "I just wanted to save what
ever I could," more than a few later said. 
Most found that their offices had been van
dalized by the military. 

A number of unionists were executed in 
cold blood during the first days. Many more 
were herded into the National Stadium, ban
ished to cold desolate islands of the far south 
or to camps in the sterile wastes of the north. 
A spiritual camanchaca, the eerie cold cloud 
which sometimes hangs over the Atacama 
Desert a few inches above the ground at 
night, moved in over the entire land. 

The national unions assumed a shadowy 
existence. They were constantly harassed 
but never completely wiped out by DINA, 
the secret palice. After a few months the 
junta came out with a new labor system. 

llOrtt~·o Chile 
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Refined several times over the next few 
years, it is basically the system officially in 
force today. It emphasizes local plant unions 
with emasculated functions. Many have 
noted the similarities to Genera!Jaru.zelski's 
new labor laws in Poland. 

The unionists, again as in Poland later, 
came to be referred to as "former labor lead
ers. " They were nonpersons whose chances 
of getting jobs were nil. They sought aid and 
consolation first among fellow unionists of 
their own palitical tendency. The next step 
was for leaders of various palitical trends to 
reestablish contact. This began, on an infor
mal basis, early on, though strictly prohibited 
by the military. I attended a few of these 
meetings, around the beginning of 1974, as a 
guest of Tucapel Jiminez. ~ 

From groups like these eventually 
emerged the Cormlinadora Sindical, the 
UDT (Democratic Workers' Union), and oth
er coalitions of union leaders. The Coordina
dora's president was textile leader Manuel 
Bustos, a Christian Democrat who gaind the 
respect of many leftists during the UP days 
for his efforts in trying to make workers' 
participation function. Cuevas of the CP was 
named secretary general, but all Political ten
dencies participated. Somewhat more con
servative was the UDT, led by Eduardo Ri
os, who was close to the AFL-CIO. Except 
for the CP, most of the other political groups 
were represented in the UDT as well. The 
C(}()1'dinadora was closer to the West Euro
pean social democratic labor movement. 

It was generally agreed that a national 
labor center, in contrast to palitical parties, 
could not exist in exile. But in order to better 
coordinate international solidarity, an "exte
rior conunittee" of the CUT was set up in 
Paris. It worked closely with the Communist 
World Federation of Trade Unionists 
(WFTU) in Prague. With Figueroa dead, Jul
io Valderrama, another Communist, was 
named its head Some Socialists and Radi
cals, notably Humberto Elgueta, longtime 
head of the teachers' union, participated. But 
others cooperated with another group based 
in Brussels, headed by Socialist Luis Mene
ses. The latter cultivated close ties with the 
International Confederation of Free Trade 
Unions (ICFTU), the world organization 
bringing together most Western countries' 
national labor centers. 

A million Chileans, almost 10 percent of 
the papulation, left their homeland under 
Pinochet. An estimated 35,000 of these, 
among them many unionists. were placed on 
lists by the military protubiting their return. 
Exile has been, perhaps, harder on trade 
unionists than on most since neither tem
perament, nor educational background, nor 
potential alternative careers fitted them for 
life abroad as it did some others. 



The outpouring of international solidar
ity, especially in the early years, was enor
mous. Chile became the darling of diverse 
democratic and/or leftist groups around the 
world like nothing since Republican Spain. 
The streets of the capitals of Latin America, 
from Buenos Aires to Havana, and of Eu
rope, east and west, became as familiar to 
many Chileans as the Alameda and Vicuna 
MacKenna. What effect will these experi
ences have on trade union life when they 
return? Some of the younger leaders have 
already spent more of their adult lives among 
the trade unions of, say, Italy or East Ger
many than in their native land. But the ex
perience has not always deepened apprecia
tion for the models they have seen. "We 
were very naive before," says M~ses, r~
ferring to recent events in Poland "We are 
still socialists. But we don't want that." 

A year ago the casual observer might 
have concluded that unity was irretrievably 
broken in the Chilean labor movement. Rep
ression at home, the inevitable tensions and 
petty divisions in the hothouse of exile, and 
the ever-present influence of competing pa
drinos, east and west, seemed to have finally 
overcome the historic trend toward common 
struggle. To underline the point the observer 
could have noted the tragic end of Tucapel 
Jiminez. He had been quietly working, some 
thought quixotically, to revive a broad union 
front, when he was killed in February 1982 
by cowardly unknown assassins. 

However, in December the world's at
tention was suddenly drawn again to Chile by 
news of the expulsion of Bustos and Cuevas, 
allegedly for collaborating in the preparation 
of antigoverrunent activities. 

Bustos, like most PDC leaders, is not 
"soft" on communism. But in late January of 
this year there emerged in Rome a new Co
miU Sindical Chila with Bustos at its head, 
Meneses as first vice president, and Cuevas 
as secretary general. Virtually every party 
and faction, except the most conservative 
wing of the PDC, is represented. 

Meanwhile, international interest in the 
plight of Chile's unions took a big step for
ward by the ICFTU's calling a timely confer
ence, a two-stage meeting in Madrid and 
Washington under the joint sponsorship of 
the Spanish socialist trade union center, the 
UGT, and the AFL-CIO. Communists, of 
course, were not to be seen in Washington. 
But a far broader spectrum was involved 
than the AFL-CIO had been wont to work 
with before. While the AFL-CIO claimed its 
position had not changed, that it "always 
supported free trade unionism in Chile " 
change was certainly perceived in Santiago'. 

Santiago, meanwhile, was where the 
scene of action was returning. Pinochet's 
export model had gone bust, even for the 

minority it had been designed to favor. Dur
ing 1982 industrial production dropped 14 
percent and the national debt, around $3 bil
lion at the fall of Allende, had risen to an 
incredible $21 billion. Inflation was running at 
30 percent, the same percentage as unem
ployment. Chile was in a crisis worse than 
the Great Depression. 

It was in this context that on May 11 the 
Copper Miners' Confederation (CTC) called 
a national day of protest. The breadth of the 
spontaneous response took not only General 
Pinochet but the opposition as well by sur
prise. Encouraged by that success and sens
ing that the final confrontation might be ap
proaching, the leaders of the five main union 

Central America Rally 

A 
s we go to press, the threat 
of an expanded U.S. war in 
Central America is becom
ing increasingly likely. In 
the last few weeks there has 

been a massive increase in the U.S. military 
presence and bluster-threats of a blockade 
of Nicaragua; efforts by the administration to 
bypass congressional limits on the U.S. role 
in· El Salvador; continued illegal aid to the 
Somocista contras in Nicaragua; and "rou
tine" military maneuvers that include sta
tioning naval detachments armed with nucle
ar weapons on both of Nicaragua's coasts. 

Although major public opinion polls have 
shown that the majority of the American peo
ple oppose President Reagan's policy in the 
region, this opposition has not yet been 
translated into any tangible evidence of pub
lic disapproval Several national demonstra
tions have been small, and have not convey
ed a sense of mainstream rejection of U.S. 
policy. Lobbying and letter writing to Con
gress have not been sufficient to bolster a 

· faltering congressional resistance. 

Plans are now underway for an action on 
November 12 that could be the first step 
towards reversing U.S. policy in Central 
America. A coalition of peace solidarity, re
ligious, and labor groups has called a national 
demonstration against U.S. intervention in 
Central America and the Canbbean for No
vember 12 in Washington, D. C. The details 
of the day are still being planned, but the 
action could be the first sign of massive public 
rejection of U.S. interventionism. To suc
ceed in preventing American intervention, it 
will have to be massive. 

DSA has endorsed the rally and is an 
active member of the November 12 coalition. 
The DSA New York Office will have re
sources available to assist in local organizing, 
including guides, speakers, and traveling or
ganizers. More infonnation will be sent to 
locals as the rally develops. Locals must 
work closely with religious, labor, minority, 
peace and other organizations in building for 
the rally, as we unite on the simple need to 
prevent the U.S. from going to war. We must 
also plan an inunediate response in case of a 
major escalation of the U.S. military role in 
the region. 

The growing U.S. military presence in 
Central America is also linked to the nuclear 
arms buildup. Both are part of the globalist 
foreign policy that leaves no room for legiti
mate movements of national liberation in the 
Third World, that grants no legitimacy to the 
people of Europe who reject our nuclear um
brella, and that constantly invokes the threat 
of Soviet expansionism to justify unlimited 
U.S. involvement throughout the world. In 
such a global political climate, relatively small 
confficts in Central Amenca could escalate 
into nuclear conflicts. For these reasons, it is 
imperative that we combine our demands for 
U.S. and Soviet nonintervention in Central 
America (and throughout the Third World) 
with a demand for a bilateral reversal of the 
arms race, starting with a halt to plans to 
deploy the first-strike Euromissiles and dis
mantling of the Soviet SS-20s. Drawing this 
deadly connection between conventional 
U.S. military intervention and the nuclear 
arms race will make work on both issues 
more effective and will help bring the specific 
movements on each is~ue closer. 

STOP U.S. INTERVENTION IN CENTRAL 
AMERICA AND THE CARIBBEAN 

March /<Jr Jobs, Peace, Justice, in Washington, D. C. on November 12 

For more informatWn, get in touch with tJu November 12 CoafitWn, P.O. Box 50131, Washmgt<m. D. C. 
20004, 202-887-5019, your DSA Local, or tJu DSA New York office, 853 Broadway, NYC 10003. 
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groupings, the Coordinadora, the UDT, the 
CTC, CEPCH (private white-collar employ
ees' confederation), and the FUT (United 
Workers' Front). met. They declared them
selves the Comando Nacumal tk Trabaja
dores (CNTI, representing virtually the en
tire labor movement. Rodolfo Segue!, PDC 
head of the CTC, was named their leader. 

In the name of the CNT an even more 
successful second day of national protest 
took place on June 14 and further actions 
were planned for thereafter. The military's 
reaction this time was much harsher. Within 
a few days the top ten leaders of the union 
groupings were arrested. 

By chance I was with the leading exile 
unionists-Bustos, Cuevas, Meneses, Val
derrama, Elgueta, and others-at an Inter
national Labor Organization meeting in 
Switzerland the day after Seguel's arrest. 
True to their sectarian backgrounds, they 
sat at two different tables in a cafeteria, di
vided, roughly, by their varying relationshps 
to the east or west. But personal concern 
for Christian Democrat Segue! was equally 
strong on all sides as they sat quietly talking, 
looking out toward placid Lake Geneva with 
Mont Blanc, a bit reminiscent of faraway 
Chile. in the distance. All knew that it was 
not just the protests that had so provoked 
the wrath of the military. Perhaps even more 
important was the renewal of labor unity, 
however pragmatic and tentative, like demo
cracy itself. 

The union leaders being in jail, the third 
day of national protest had to be called by the 
belatedly awakened political parties. The 
parties have also called for a fourth day of 
protest which is to take place a few days after 
this is being written. Though the parties and 
even the U.S. government are hurriedly pos
itioning themselves for a possible shakeup in 
the present regime-a transitional PDC 
government is seen as inevitable at some 
point, maybe sooner rather than later -an 
important and, I think, more significant trend 
has already been confirmed. The traditional 
characteristics of Chilean organized labor are 
reappearing: "Classist, democratic, and un
ified.·· as a recent Socialist party exile publi
cation in Europe put it. '1'he organization, its 
spirit and the programs are the same," the 
paper concluded, "what can change is the 
name." • 

DemonstratWns in August led to several 
deaths and increased governmmt repressiqn. 
As we go lo press the Pin«het regim£ is cling
ing to powe:r, but the Q/Jl>Ositicn cantinues to 
mount.-Eds. 
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King Linked Causes 
On Way to Dream 
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Memphis1968 

by William Lucy 

T
he pages of history textbooks 
are crowded with figures who 
have changed the world 
through their political astute
ness, their success at con-

quest, or by their ability to inflame the less
exalted passions of men and women. Chil
dren are offered a diet of Alexanders and 
Caesars, of statesmen and generals, of sol
dier-saints and demagogues, of rogues and 
fanatics. Only occasionally do they study the 
men and women of history who have 
preached hwnankind's essential unity, who 
have reminded their societies that all the 
world's people are bound to each other and 
with creation into an indissoluble whole. It is 
almost as if words like "peace," "compas
sion," and "love" are not educational or en
tertaining-not worthy to be considered as 
guides to shaping one's own dreams. 

For its part, the U.S. has produced few 
peacemakers. Shaped by a hostile frontier 
and social friction, our history tends to nde 
on horseback. Nonetheless. we have had our 
prophets of peace. Perhaps the greatest of 
these-and there are many. myself included, 
who would say the very greatest-was Dr. 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 
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Certainly no other American so suc
cessfully wedded the American political ideal 
of equality in the eyes of the state with the 
religious belief of equality in the eyes of God. 
And certainly no American of our time has 
more successfully exemplified the spirit of 
brotherhood, of the Sermon on the Mount, 
than Dr. King. And few in our history have 
matched his personal courage in pursuit of 
his dream, his unswerving fidelity to the 
cause of equal rights and equal opportunity. 

Dr. King did not create his vision of 
mutual human cooperation and fairness. It 
already existed in American hearts. His gift 
was in giving that vision new energy and 
urgency, and there is perhaps no better 
example of the power he had to do this than 
in that remarkable speech of August 28. 
1963, that included the passage, "I have a 
dream. ... " 

That dream energized the nobler inten
tions of millions of his fellow citizens and 
pointed the way to making that dream live, 
and breathe, and walk the streets. By doing 
this, Dr King forever changed the condi
tions of everyday life in this nation for every
one. 

Trade unionists-particularly those of 
us in AFSCME-will never forget that Dr. 



King met his death while supporting the 
struggle of Memphis sanitation workers to 
achieve digruty and some degree of economic 
equity through collective bargaining. Mem
phis played the vision out: the peaceful exer
cise of basic human rights was answered with 
violence, but the spirit prevailed and was 
victorious. 

Peaceful struggle was essential to Dr. 
King's dream, and he pursued it on behalf of 
all people, whatever their race, creed, or 
station, and he pursued it until the last mo
ment of his life. 

His message transcended time and 
place. He preached the spirit of love and 
reconciliation, of nonviolence, of the concern 
of all people for one another. He had an. 
unshakable faith in basic human goodness, 
exceptional courage, a dedication to raising 
up those bent by fortune, his dream of racial 
and economic justice. 

For a time he epitomized the civil rights 
movement. It was less than three decades 
ago that Dr. King rose to the forefront of that 
movement during a bus boycott in Montgom
ery, Alabama-a protest that began because 
one tired working woman with sore feet re
fused further indignity. 

Under his leadership, the civil rights 

movement led to greater access to public 
facilities, housing, exployment, and partici
pation at all levels of society for blacks and 
other minorities. The Montgomery boycott 
and other events he organized began a trail 
that led to such landmarks as the Civil Rights 
Act of 1964, the Voting Rights Act of 1965, 
the Fair Housing Act of 1968, and the Educa
tion Amendments and the Equal Employ
ment Opportunity Amendments of 1972. 

Inspired by these examples, other dis
enfranchised groups struggled to secure 
their own rights. Hispanics, Native Ameri
cans, women, the aged, the poor, and the 
handicapped-all challenged the values and 
stereotypes that had deprived them of full 
participation in this society. 

Some saw Dr. King as the leader of a 
narrow cause, the spokesman for a single 
group. Such people misread his life. Dr. 
King's message wasn't "black." It was hu
man. He believed that injustice or oppression 
in any form, affecting anyone, was a threat to 
all. His opposition to the war in Vietnam and 
his call for peace are evidence of his inclusive 
belief. 

This year is the twientieth anniversary 
of the historic 1963 March on Washington 
when Dr. King gave America his dream-
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the dream that one day in Georgia, the chil
dren of slaves and s laveowners would "sit 
down together at the table of brotherhood," 
that even the state of Mississippi would be 
"transfonned into an oasis of freedom and 
justice, " and that one day in AJabama, white 
children and black children would join hands 
and "walk together as sisters and brothers." 
And again, his dream was not limited, for he 
urged that we let freedom ring" ... from every 
village and every hamlet, from every state and 
every city .... " 

On tlus 20th anniversary, hundreds of 
thousands gathered for another March on 
Washington. As before, it called for Jobs and 
Freedom, but this time it also called for 
Peace, thus mirroring the three critical con
ditions of our contemporary society: unem
ployment ·that stifles the hopes of millions of 
men and women, the calculated erosion of 
basic human rights at home and abroad, and a 
growing militarism and armed belligerence. 

Twenty years later, the dream remains 
to be fulfilled. But we, too, have glimpsed the 
promised land, and we will not turn back. • 

Bill Lucy is inJernalional saretary-treasurer 
of AFSCME and president of the Coalition of , 
Black Tralk Unionists. 

Evaluating King's Journey 
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by Manning Marable 

T 
he August 27, 1983 March on 
Washington was popularly 
.aracteriz~d as a mobiliza

tion marking the twentieth 
anniversary of tt.,,. 1963 

March. For many Americans, the earlier 
March i!' most memorable for Martin Luther 
King, Jr. s "I Have a Dream" speech. Thou
sands who marched this year echoed the 
slogans of this famous civil rights demonstra
tion, and came to honor the vital contribu
tions of King to the battle for racial equality. 

Yet historical memory is deceptive. 
The struggle for "Jobs, Peace and Freedom" 
in the era of Reaganism and economic reces
sion is qualitatively diJierent from the effort 
to uproot Jim Crow. Posters at the 1983 
March proclaimed "We Still Have a Dream"; 
but how has that dream evolved over recent 
decades? Part of the answer resides in the 
ambiguous legacy of King himself, in the 
shifting currents of black social thought in the 
1960s, and in the practical relationship be
tween racial oppression and class exploita-



tion. It does the movement for human equal
ity today little good to "freeze" Martin in 
1963, on the steps of the Lincoln Memorial, 
without an analysis of his radical evolution in 
the final years of his life. It is instructive to 
comprehend how King's dream changed as 
his Movement developed, and to see how 
the pursuit of democratic reforms beyond 
civil rights changed the man himself. 

Birth of a Movement 
Between 1945 and 1960, the movement 

for racial justice was growing. During the 
McCarthy Cold War period, many civil rights 
efforts were compromised and negated by 
the Negro midclle class leadership's capitula
tion to anticommunism. But the activist ori
entation that socialist A. Philip Randolph pro
vided prior to World War II found new rep
resentatives. In Montgomery, Alabama. for 
instance, local black ministers and laborers 
Jed by E. D. Nixon staged a boycott of sej:!re
gated buses in 1955-56. The young Rever
end Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. emerged as 
the principal organizer of the boycott. Ably 
assisted by the Reverend Ralph David Aber
nathy and socialist activist Bayard Rustin, 
King urged local blacks to employ nonviolent 
protest tactics. Titroughout 1956, approxi
mately 95 percent of Montgomery's blacks 
refused to use the buses. 

A Supreme Court ruling of November 
13, 1956 outlawed segregation on Montgom
ery buses. OvemiSo?ht. King became the 
charismatic symbol of the politlcal aspira
tions of Afro-Arnencan people. Domestical
ly, the success of the Montgomery bus boy
cott reinforced a similar effort begun in Tal
lahassee, Florida, and sparked a fresh boy
cott in nearby Birmingham, Alabama In 1957 
King, Abernathy and other black ministers 
formed their own organization, the Southern 
Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC), to 
carry out new civil rights demonstrations. 

An even more de1..isive form of protest 
began on February 1, 1960. Four young black 
students from North Carolina Agricultural 
and Technical College sat al a drugstore 
lunch counter in the "whites only" section. 
Politely, but finnly, they refused to move 
until the store was closed. The next day 
about 30 students joined the desegregation 
protest, in what would become known as a 
"sit-in." News of this form of nonviolent, 
direct action protest spread quickly across 
North Carolina and then the country. By the 
last week of Febniary black students held 
sit-ins in two dozen or more cities in South
ern and border states. 

Soon there were stand-ins at theaters 
refusing lo ~ell tickets to blacks; wade-ms at 
municipal pools and segregated beaches; 
pray-ins at Jim Crow churches. By April 
1960, 50,000 black and white students had 

joined the sit-in movement. King's SCLC 
helped the students form a new organization, 
the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Com
mittee (SNCC), which became by the end of 
the year the most rmlitant desegregation 
force operating in the South. By 1961, the 
Freedom Movement had grown into a pow
erfill, if sometimes fractious, united front. 
On the right were the National Association 
for the Advancement of Colored People 
(NAACP) and Urban League--conciliatory, 
prone toward legalistic reforms, and depen
dent upon the financial and political largess of 
liberal corporations, trade unions and the 
Democratic party. On the left was SNCC, 
which contained the youngest and most ar
ticulate black "radicals." Rapidly moving to 
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the left was the Congress of Racial Equality 
(CORE), led by socialist James Farmer and 
subsequently by Floyd McKissick. Unlike 
SCLC and SNCC, CORE not only led South
ern-based efforts, notably the 1961 "Free
dom Rides," but also focused on Northern 
racism. 

In the movement's ideological center 
stood SCLC and King. Like SNCC and 
CORE, the SCLC took a leading role in non
violent, direct-action campaigns. But like the 
NAACP and Urban League, King, Abernathy 
and their associates were politically aligned 
with the liberal wing of the Democratic party. 
This black united front was held together by 
its principled opposition to segregation and 
its determination to advance the political and 
economic interests of Afro-American people. 

The zenith of the modem desegregation 
campaign was achieved in 1963 with two key 
events-the Birmingham, Alabama cam
paign and the second March on Washington 
Movement. Binningharn represented the 
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citadel of white supremacy. There were sit
ins and vigils. On May 2. SCLC organizer 
James Bevel coordinated a children's march 
involving 6, 000 black youth from ages 6 to 
16. Before national television cameras. 
Birmingham police unleashed vicious police 
dogs as the children knelt to pray. Nine hun
dred fifty-nine youngsters were arrested and 
jailed. Police used fire hoses, dogs, and clubs 
against pregnant women, children, and the 
elderly. Across the world, hwnanity wa<> re
pulsed by the sickening spectacle of Ameri
can racism. Tens of thousands of whites who 
had up to now stood outside the Civil Rights 
Movement-teachers, lawyers, laborers, 
elected officials, clergy- were recruited in
to the cause of justice. Thousands of tele
grams were sent to the administration de
manding action. Finally, after the brutal beat
ings and arrests of black children, the Ken
nedy administration reached an agreement 
with Birmingham's corporate leadl'rs and 
elected officials that included local hinng poli
cies on a "nondiscriminatory basis" and the im
mediate release of all black political prisoners. 

Despite the victory inBinningham, the 
racist violence continued unabated as police 
used electric cattle prods and clubs against 
unarmed citizens in Americus, Ga. and tear
gassed and clubbed 900 marchers in Plaque
mines, La. , sending 150 to the hospital. In 
Mississippi, 72 blacks were arrested in Bi
loxi; 23-year-old activist Willie Joe Lovet was 
killed in Tchula; civil rights leader Fannie Lou 
Hamer and others were viciously beaten and 
imprisoned by police in Winona. On the night 
ofjune 11, NAACP state leader Medgar Ev
ers was executed by racists in front of his 
home in Jackson. 

President Kennedy was not unmoved 
by the carnage and the ordeals of hlacks, but 
the racial crisis alone would not have promp
ted him to act. Many corporate leaders, al
ways looking at the social costs of doing 
business in the Soul.ti, had concluded that 
desegregation was inevitable, that the fed
eral government's appropriate role was to 
ensure the civil order essential to corporate 
expansion. In addition, the Cold War had 
again accelerated Communist forces were 
winning in Laos and Vietnam; Castro was in 
power in Havana; a bloody civil war raged in 
the Congo; and in October 1962, the Cuban 
Missile Crisis had threatened the destruction 
of world civilization. The sight of battered 
and bloody black children in the streets of the 
American South could not help but under
mine the U.S. Government's image in non
aligned countries. 

As the Birmingham struggle climaxed, 
another major protest was being planned
the idea of reviving Randolph's 1941 March 
on Washington movement. Randolph and 
Rustin asswned leadership in the planning 
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stages, with the latter dom~ most of the 
actual coordination. SNCC and a few CORE 
militants insisted that the March should be
come a massive civil disobedience demon
stration, which would paralyze the nation's 
capital. But white bberals from labor, relig
ious, and political groups would not tolerate 
this ramcal approach. The SCLC, Urban 
League, and the NAACP explained that the 
demonstration should be planned without 
any arrests, with the complete cooperation 
of the federal authorities. 1bis conservative 
position, backed by Kennedy, eventually be
came the dominant theme of the March. ln
stead of a massive, nonviolent army of black 
students and workers-which closely paral
leled Randolph's 1941 project-the new 

ROAD TO DEMOCRATIC SOCIALISM 

A recruitment piece, "Martin Luther 
King: Challenging America at Its Core," 
is available from the New York Office al 
5e per copy. This tabloid size pamphlet 
contains David Garrow's article on King, 
"From Reformer to Revolutionary," with 
an introduction by Paulette Pierce. Mini
mum order: 10 copies. Write to DSA, 853 
Broadway, Suite 801, NYC 10003. 

March was almost a festive affair, used to 
promote the civil rights bill proposed by Ken
nedy in June and pending before Congress. 
"To orchestrate and guarantee the civility of 
the new march on Washington," writes his
torian Vincent Hardin~. "the movement 
spent tremendous amounts of manpower, 
energy and money-all of which were diver
ted from the thrusts of direct action and vo
ter ret,stration in the South and elsewhere." 

The result was a bincial audience of 
250, 000 or morei standing before the Lincoln 
Memorial, on August 28, 1963. Many move
ment radicals who attended the gathering 
agreed with Malcolm X that the event was 
nothing but a "farce on Washington." Tele
vised before a national audience, most of the 
speakers endeavored to strike a moderate 
tone. 

Martin Luther King came to the speak
er's platform last, and gave what many in the 
audience declared was a rhetorical "mira
cle," his famous '1 Have a Dream" speech. 
King began by terming the march "the great
est demonstration of freedom" in American 
history, He illustrated in resounding oratory 
his vision of society: a land where freedom 
would ring "from every mountainside." and 
where blacks and whites could join hands 
together to proclaim the words of the spui
tual, "Free at last, free at last; thank God 
Almighty, we're free at last!" Militants were 
bitterly disappointed that King had chosen 

not to include extensive critical remarks on 
the recent racist violence in the South. and 
the failure of most white liberals to respond 
concretely or adequately to the Negro's eco
nomic plight. But before a predommately 
white viewing audience in the U.S .• King 
represented a reasonable and even admir
able spokesperson for the cause of civil rights. 

King as Leader 
Between 1962 and 1965. Martin Luther 

King was the acknowledged moral and politi
cal leader of millions of Americans, black and 
white. After the 1963 march he became one 
of the three or four most influential figures in 
the world. His books and articles were read 
by millions; his speeches were memorized; 
he was honored with the 1964 Nobel Peace 
Prize. His achievements and acclaim gave 
the domestic struggle for biracial democracy 
an international audience. 

The movement was surging forward and 
others would have taken his place had King 
fallen in the early days, but key to his power
ful mfluence was his identity as a preacher. 
Amon~ his contemporaries in the black cler
gy, King had no peer as an orator. Writing in 
1965. hi!;torian August Meier explained that 
"King's religious tenninology and the ma
nipulation of the Christian symbols of love 
and nonresistance are responsible for his ap
~ among whites. To talk in tenns of Chris
tianity, love, nonviolence is reassuring to the 
mentality of white America." King's faith in 
the essential humanity of even the worst 
white bigot gave other whites the sense that 
this black leader valued and respected law 
and order, tempered with iustice. Whites 
could lov~ King. Meier wrote, because King 
had "faith that the white man will redeem 
himself." 

In politics. King tried to strike a balance 
between protest and accommodation. Inside 
his own closed coterie of supporters, he lis
tened to the advice of radicals like Bevel and 
gradualists like Andrew YoWlg. King was 
ready to support Lyndon Johnson as he as
sumed the presidency, in return for the for
mer segregationists's vigorous endorsement 
of the Civil Rights bill. Congress passed the 
legislation on July 2, 1964, and King repaid 
the new president by campaigning for his 
election throuf"!hout that year. King urged 
civil rights leaders to diminish their protest 
actions durinR the campaign, in the fear that 
any black boycotts or jail-ins would undercut 
Johnson's chances for election. When black 
urban rebellions erupted in Rochester, Phil
adelphia, and Harlem-brought about by de
cades of economic exploitation and federal 
government apathy-King took a law-and
order posrure. Johnson was elected in No
''ember over rightwing challeni;?er Barry 
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Goldwater with a massive majority; indeed, 
had every black voter stayed home, or voted 
for Goldwater, Johnson still would have tri
umphed. Nevertheless, even after the No
vember 1964 elections, King attempted to 
moderate the activism of the movement in 
order to maintain the president's support. 

King's compromised and contradictory 
politics were revealed tragically in Sebna, 
Alabama, in 1965. SNCC workers had been 
organizing in that section of black belt Ala
bama for two years. One young man, Jinuny 
Lee Jackson, was clubbed to death by police 
officers as he tried to protect his mother. 
SCLC and SNCC organizers agreed to 
schedule a march from Sebna to Montgom
ery beginning on March 7, 1965, to protest 
the brutality of Governor George Wallace's 
regime. On the morning of the march, SNCC 
leaders were shocked that King was inexptic 
ably absent. Walking across Selma's Pettus 
Bridge, the 2,000 nonviolent demonstrators 
were attacked and brutally beaten by hun
dreds of state troopers and local police. On 
March 10, King agreed to lead a second 
group of 3, 000 protestors across the bridge 
-but secretly made an agreement with 
Johnson's attorney general that the marchers 
would not confront the Alabama st.ate police 

1 
again. With King at the head of the march, 
the demonstrators sang and prayed as they 
walked over the bridge. As the police bar
ricade loomed, King ordered everyone to 
retreat. In subdued anger, the amazed SNCC 
leaders and others walked back into Selma, 
singing "Ain't Gonna Let Nobody Tum Me 
'RoWld." Later, after hard bargaining, the 
march to Montgomery was finally held; but 
the damage to King's reputation was incalcul
able. Harding expressed the sense of betray
al: "Listening to mediators from President 
Johnson, he refused to press the movement 
int<;> so harsh and predjctably bloody a con
frontation. Many sagging spints were finally 
broken with that act of retreat, and the dis
trust that had been building against King, 
SCLC, and the Johnson Admilb."iration poured 
out in deep anger and disgust. The powerful, 
forward thrust of the Southern civil rights 
movement had now been finally broken, and 
that turned out to be the last traditional, 
major march of the Southern movement. " 

For five difficult years, King had been 
the glue that kept the civil rights united front 
intact. Leaders to his right-Ymmg. Ran
dolph, Wilkins-could· accept his activism 

. without personally becommg involved in 
street demonstrations on a daily basis. He 
had been a mentor to the left wing of the 
movement. speaking at SNCC's founding 
conference, urging teenagers to be arrested 
for their ideals, writing a powerful fundrais
ing letter for CORE in 1956 and joining its 
Advisory Committee in 1957, and protecting 



and aiding Freedom Riders in Montgomery 
in 1961. Now the myth was shattered. and 
the politician was something far less than 
what many True Believers had hoped he was. 

Antiwar Stance 
If those ro his left blamed him for not 

being militant enough, those to his right were 
soon to be outraszed by what they saw as 
complete betrayiil. During the bitter national 
debate on Vietnam, all public leaders within 
black America were forced to choose sides. 
A dedicated pacifist. King could not look up
on the conflict without taking some kind of 
public stand against the war. At the annual 
SCLC executive board meeting held in Balti
more on April 1-2, 1965, King expressed the 
need to criticize the Johnson administration's 
policies in Southeast Asia His colleagues, 
fearful that King's support for the antiwar 
movement would hurt the SCLC tinancially 
and politically, voted to allow him to do so 
only as a private person, without organiza
tional endorsement. Pressure from Rustm, 
the Johnson administration. and others for 
him to remain neutral was intense. Finally in 
January 1966, King published a strong attack 
on the Vietnam war. "Some of my friends of 
both races and others who do not consider 
themselves my fiicnds have expressed dis
approval because I have been voicing con
cern over the war in Vietnam," King stated. 
But as a Christian. he had no choice except to 
"declare that war is wrong." Black leaders 
could not become blind to the rest of the 
world's issues, while engaging solely in prob
lems of domestic race relations. "The Negro 
must not allow himself to become a victim of 
the self-serving philosophy of those who 
manufacture war that the survival of the 
world is the white man's busmess alone." 
The negative response to King's statement 
was swift. SCLC leaders m Chattanooga, 
Tenn. severed relations with the organiza
tion in protest. Whitney Young stated that 
blacks were not interested in the issue. King 
lobbied hard among his allies in SCLC to back 
his position on Vietnam, and in the spring of 
1966 the organization's executive board 
came out officially against the war. 

Increasingly, King's attention was 
drawn not only to the Vietnam issue, but to 
the need for black Americans to devise a 
more radical strategy for domestic reforms. 
"For years I labored with the idea of reform
ing the existing institutions of the society, a 
little change here, a little change there. Now 
I feel quite difft.>rently, •· King admitted in 
1966. Quietly, King Y.'3S beginning to articu
late a democralll' socialist vision for Ameri
can society: the nationalization of basic in
dustries; massive federal expenditures to re
vive central citit!s and to provide jobs for 

April 1968 

ghetto residents; a guaranteed income for 
every adult American. King had concluded, 
like Malcolm X. that America s political econ
omy of capitalism had to be- transformed. that 
the Civil Rights Movement's old goals of 
voter education, registration, and desegre
gated public facilities were only a beginning 
step down the long road toward biracial de
mocracy. And like W.E.B. DuBois, King 
recognized the correlation between his dem
ocratic socialist ideals and the peace issue. 
Massive U.S. military spending and the 
bloody war effort in Vietnam meant th.at the 
nation as a whole had less revenue to attack 
domestic poverty, illiteracy, and unemploy
ment. 

Just as the Truman administration had 
sponsored a "political assassination" of Du
Bois's influence during the 1950s. another 
Democratic president was now ready and 
quite willing to take steps to reduce King's 
reputation. Ralph Bunche urged King ro ei
ther cease his attacks on the Johnson ad
ministration or rchnquish his role as a civil 
rights leader. Rustin, now director of the 
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A. Philip Randolph Institute, vilified King's 
stance on the war. NAACP and Urban 
League officials privately and publicly attack
ed Kini:? and defended Johnson. Black Re
publican Edward Brooke, elected to the 
Senate from Massachusetts on an antiwar 
platfonn, swung behind the Vietnam war in 
1967 and joined the anti-King chorus. Black 
columrust Carl Rowan drafted a vicious essay 
against King U1at appeared in Readers Di
gest. King's response was identical to that of 
DuBois he moved even further to the left. 
Defiantly, King announced an SCLC-spon
sored campaign against poverty, the Poor 
Peoples' March, which would bring thou
sands of the unemployed and the oppressed 
of all races into Washington, D. C. in April 
1968. Their demands for legislative action 
would include a federally guaranteed in
comes policy. When black sanitation workers 
in Memphis voted to strike on February 12, 
to protest low wages and the accidental 
deaths of two black garbage men twelve days 
before, lhey asked the SCLC for help. King 
and his closest associates-Abernathy, 
Young, Jesse Jackson, Bevel-arrived to 
help mobilize popular support for the strike. 
The pacifist minister who once struggled for 
desegregated buses was now, thirteen years 
after Montgomery, organizing militant black 
urban workers, building a national poor peo
ples' march, and defying a president. He had 
come a long way; so had his vision for recon
structing America. 

Speaking before a black audience in 
Memphis on April 3, King predicted that 
their struggle would succeed. Then, abrupt
ly he began to talk about himself in the past 
tense: "I don't know what will happen now. 
But it really doesn't matter to me now. Be
cause I've been to the mountaimop .... And 
I've looked over. and I've seen the promised 
land .... I may not get there with you, but I 
want you to know tonight that we as a people 
will get to the promised land. So I'm happy 
tonight. I'm not worried about anything. I'm 
not fearing any man. 'Mine eyes have seen 
the glory of the coming of the Lord."' Per
haps King sensed something that no one else 
could possibly know. At 6:08 p.m. the next 
day he was assassinated by a white man, 
James Earl Ray. Strangely, the police who 
had been guarding King were absent at the 
time of his death. Blacks across the country, 
even the militant nationalists, felt a grievous 
loss to the cause for racial freedom. White 
antiwar activists had lost their most effective 
and prominent representative; poor people 
and the black working class had lost a major 
spokesperson. More than anyone else since 
1945, King came closest to bringing together 
a biracial coalition demanding peace, civil 
rights, and basic structural changes withlh 
the capitalist order. .King's assassination 



--

meant that any linkages between these vital 
reform movements would be much more dif
ficult to achieve. 

Hundreds of thousands of black fami
lies, perhaps millions, have portraits of Mar
tin in their homes. He represents for many 
the still-living symbols of racial equality, jus
tice, and civil rights that have long been part 
of the black political heritage. But which 
Martin do they honor, the King at the 1963 
March, or the King of the Poor Peoples' 
March, the anti-Vietnam war demonstra
tions, and the supporter of black workers' 
strikes? The public drive to create a legal 
holiday to honor King is commendable, to be 
sure. But no democratic social movement 
can develop by tumffig its heroes into icons. 
Martin was valuable to all of us because he 
was all too human. He made serious political 
blunders, just like everyone. But unlike 
nearly all his contemporaries, King chal
lenged himself to draw new correlations be
tween poverty, racism, and war. The dream 
for an integrated lunch counter became a 
vision of a democratic society without unem
ployment, without wars of aggression, and 
without hopelessness. It is clear that Martin 
would be at the center of the contemporary 
peace movement, a defender of gay and les
bian rights, and an advocate of plant closing 
legislation. King would have been at Three 
Mile Island protesting nuclear energy; he 
would have spoken at dozens of South Side 
and West Side churches in Chicago for Har
old Washington this spring. 

Martin's "dream" is the living experi
ence of democratic social change for our 
time. Our deepening of the traditions from 
his last years can only help to make that 
dream a reality. • 

Manning Marable teaches sociowgy at Col
gate University, is a via chair of DSA and is 
chair of the National and Racial Minorities 
Commission of DSA. This arlick is drawn 
from material that will appear in a /<»1hcom
ing issue of Socialist Politics and his latest 
book, Race, Reform and Rebellion: the Sec
ond Reconstruction, 1945-1982 (MacMil
lan, 1984). 

Night Calls 
The Progressive corrummity outreach 

project: From November 1to11, a thou
sand DSA members across the country 
will receive a telephone offer of a sample 
copy of The Progressive as part of a sub
scription campaign. The message, cleared 
with DSA, will also feature the November 
12 demonstration against intervention in 
Central America. 

DSA will receive $3 for every sub
scription The Progressive gets from this 
campaign. The subscribers will get an 
excellent magazine. 

by Maxine Phillips 

I 
t won't rival the Hearst or Gannett 
empires, but a spunky worker-run 
newsletter in Pittsburgh, Pa. has 
helped spark a worker-focused cul
tural revival that includes everything 

from soccer marathons to weekly cable tele-
vision shows. The paper, The Mill Hunk 
Herald, was started in 1979 by a group of 
steel workers who had been active in the Ed 
Sadlowski campaign and who in 1977 had 
started their own dissident paper at the Mc
Conway-Torley mill. Even though they were 
later laid off, they kept in touch as they scat
tered to other mills. Putting out the paper 
was so much fun that they decided to expand, 
remembers one organizer, Larry Evans. 
This would be a democratically run news
paper for all working people, "not owned by 
anyone," or "operated from the top-down," 
and not "ass-kissing" the masthead pro
claims. A recent issue lists 31 names on the 
Mill Hunk Production Team, with occupa
tions ranging from machinist or cable install
er to "federal flack" to chemist. Leslie 
Evans, a high school journalism teacher who 
is married to Larry, notes that as many as a 
hundred people have been involved in layout 
and production. 
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To a traditional editor, the Mill Hunk's 
editorial process, in which every subscriber 
is welcome to come to editorial meetings to 
vote on manuscripts, sounds chaotic and un
workable. Chaotic it is. At the last meeting in 
August, 20 people reviewed 300 articles and 
poems for an initial winnowing before a final 
editorial meeting. But the result of this group 
analysis, and it's not always the same gtoup, 
is a highly readable, sometimes decidedly 
nonprofessional magazine heavy on first-per
son accounts, humor, and lots of graphics. 
The Spring issue carried interviews with 
couples in which the husbands have lost their 
jobs and are now home caring for the chil
dren, a first-person report by a man who 
moved to Anchorage, Alaska in search of 
work, a short story about a woman truck 
driver, a single mother's account of her life as 
the only female copy machine mechanic in 
her firm, a searing poem on government ter- . 
rorism in El Salvador, an article on teaching 
children about nuclear war, and reviews of 
books about labor struggles. 

The name of the magazine is taken from 
a derogatory term for mill hands that was 
originally a shortening of the word "Hunga
rian." Today it means "buddy," and subscnb
ers wear it proudly on Mill Hunk Funk sweat
shirts, t-shirts, and caps. It is linked to any 
social event that will bring in much-needed 
cash. There have been poolside Mill Hunk 
Dunks, a Halloween Mill Hunk Haunt, a Mill 
Hunk Munch, dramatic readings, poetry 
readings, film festivals, and concerts. Th.is 
winter the big event will be the Fifth An
niversary Mill Hunk Ball. The paper's orga
nizers take pride in its rugged self-sufficien
cy. "Our largest contribution was $200 from 
an ex-Wobblie," says Larry Evans. Each 
quarterly issue, whiQi costs $1,800, is 
printed as the money is available. Evans al
lows as how, "We sort of like watching the 
money pile up until there's enough." 

All the Mill Hunk socializing doesn't 
just raise money for the paper. Much of it 
brings people together both for fun and for 
other causes. Sports for People, its recrea
tional offshoot, sponsors co-ed and women's 
softball and soccer teams. The annual soc-



cathon brings out fifty to a hundred players 
and this year raised three tons of food for the 
Community Food Bank. The Roberto Cle
mente Nicaragua Sports Festival netted 
5, 000 assorted balls for games and uniforms 
emblazoned with the names of Pittsburgh 
bars to be sent to children in Nicaragua. 
When the Festival sent its first donation in 
1981. the Nicaraguan consulate in New Or
leans said it was the first American aid given 
to the people of Nicaragua since the Sandirus
ta revolution. TIUs past June the Herald 
sponsored a Family Peace Picnic at which 
Western European trade unionists talked 
about the nuclear freeze, unemployment, 
and the European labor movement. In No
vember there will be a benefit for the Save 
our Neighborhood Action Coalition, which 
works to prevent plant closings in this town 
where unemployment hovers at 24 percent. 

Tales of anti-corporate and peace ac
tivities weave through the pages of the paper 
next to intensely personal accounts of work
ing and family life. Larry Evans claims that 
"We print what people write about and don't 
follow any one political viewpoint," but the 
tone and content are defuutely pro-worker 
and anticorporate. The first issue in 1979 got 
the editors in trouble with their own union. 
After they ran articles by dissident steel
workers, they reported, the Steelworkers 
Union pressured the Labor Education Cen
ter at the Community College of Allegheny 
County to deny them use of its typewriters. 
The Herald survived and now has close to 
2,000 subscribers and more than 5,000 in 
newsstand sales. 

Although the progressive bias of the 
paper and its activities are clear, members 
shy away from political labels other than 
"democratic" with a small "d." Some sects 
have tried to 111fluence the paper I.any says, 
but can't because of its democratic nature. 
"We tell them to come to meetings, where 
they're one voice in forty." Some readers 
complain about leftwing bias, but others 
praise the paper's policy of running diverse 
viewpoints, unedited. "The fact that an ig
noranius ... can spew his acid venom. .. is a 
tnbute to the publication," writes a minister 
in response to an anti-religious article. "En
closed is my check for another year of non
confonnity," writes a Steel City reader. 

Mill Hunkers are enthusiastic about the 
talent in their ranks and want to spread the 
idea that workers' experiences are worth 
writing about and can be written by workers. 
They have been in contact with the Federa
tion of Worker-Writers, a 12-year-old organ
ization in England that has 400 members. 
Piece of the Hunk Publishers, the nonprofit 
entity, has received partial funding for a proj
ect to conduct writing skills workshops for 
Pittsburgh workers and community advo-

cates that would focus on oral histories and 
workplace experiences as well as provide 
technical skills in copyediting and layout. 

New Wave 
Enthusiastic as members of the collec

tive are about their print work, they become 
hyperbolic about their latest venture-vid
eotapes and cable television. "Video is the 
future," declares Larry, pointing out that , 
cable television reaches far more people than 
read the Herald. Fifteen Mill Hunkers have 
been certified by Warner Cable, the local 
franchise, to use the company's equipment. 
They have produced 35 shows, ranging from 
a documentary of the Homestead Centennial 
to interviews with trade unionists from Brit
ain and El Salvador, to an examination of 
corporate flight, to women's sports. Titles 
such as "Reaganomics Cabaret" and "Fore
closure Forum" dot the inventory. It is the 
two weekly shows-"Steelworkers Speak 
Out" and "Her Show," which features a vari
ety of women's groups-that have the big
gest audiences. Larry, Leslie, and filmmaker 
Tony Buba toured Indianapolis, St Louis, 
Chicago, and Kansas City this summer 
speaking to unions and labor education 
groups about conununity access cable. '1n 
Chicago they're light years ahead of where 
we were," conunents I.any, marveling at 
the fact that when the bidding war for the 
cable franchise is over Chicago will have 

twelve stations to Pittsburgh's two. 
The benefits of cable access appear ob

vious for community groups, yet few groups 
in Pittsburgh have been able to take advan
tage of the station's offer of training and use 
of equipment. 1be cable studios are open 
only during weekdays from 9 to 5, and many 
groups do not have people who are confident 
enough or have the time to take the training 
required to prepare programs. The Mill Hunk 
group is trying to get funding to help train 
community groups, but fears that access to 
video will dwindle rather than expand. Since 
community progranuning is unprofitable to 
the cable franchise, there is little interest in 
improving it. Instead, I.any speculates, if 
the quality is poor, the franchise will use that 
as an excuse to cut back on the time available 
to community groups. 

Some help may be forthcoming for trade 
unionists in Pittsburgh and other cities. Since 
1981 the AFL-CIO has sponsored a Labor 
Institute of Public Affairs which produces a 
commercial show called "America Works" 
that goes out on 40 stations. The Institute 
sends out a Labor Video Bulletin every other 
week to state federations. The profession
ally produced tape covers current labor con
cerns. Through group discounts the Federa
tion has helped members buy video equip
ment. Cable stations are "thirsty" for good 
material says Federation spokesperson Rex 
Hardesty, and Evans hopes that the latest 

Change the USA 
Join the DSA 

Members of the Democratic Socialists of America, formerly OSOC/NAM, work in every 
day-to-day struggle for social justice. We bring a strategy for building alliances among all Uw 
movements for social change. And we bring a vision of a society Uiat can satisfy the demands 
for dignity and justice-a socialist society. 

Join the people working to bring together all the movements for social change ... and lo 
bring together day-to-day battles and long-tenn strategies and visions. Join DSA 

O Send me more infonnation about democratic socialism. 
O I'd like to join DSA Enclosed find my dues([] $50 sustaining; O $30 rei:iuJar; 0 SIS 
limited income. Dues include $8 for DEMOCRATIC LEFT.) 
0 I would like to subsaibe to DEMOCRATIC LEFT: 0 $15 sustaining; 0 $8 regular. 
O I would like to subscribe to the discussion bulletin, Socialist Forum. $10. 

Send to: Democratic Sociapsts of America, 853 Broadway, Suite 801, New York, N. Y. 
10003. Tel.: (212) 260-3270. 

Narr~~--------------------------~ Address __________________________ _ 

c:ty/State ___________ ,p -------------

Pho Union. Schoo~ Other Affiliation ----------
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initiative, The Cable Project, will help people 
in Pittsburgh produce better shows. The 
Project, centered in four industrial centers, 
has as its goal an hour of labor programming 
every day. The Federation has urged its 
members to form video task forces and will 
provide technical help. For the first time in 
five years the Steelworkers Union approach
ed the Mill Hunk crew to sit down with them 
and other unions to talk about cable media. 

When the first Mill Hunk team went out 
to record the Homestead Centennial Cele
bration at the site of one of the bloodiest 
labor battles in American history, their cam
eras caught a U.S. Steel executive giving a 
pep talk, a disillusioned unemployed worker 
who declared, "When the mill goes, this 
town goes," and an eighty-year-old resident 

who remembers the Depression and a strike 
in 1919 and says "We weathered it" "A 
mixed bag of hope and skepticism" wrote 
Leslie Evans. Her description fits the Herald 
as well. The zany humor, insane energy, and 
deep commitment of its writers and reader.; 
have made the once despised Mill Hunk a 
rallying symbol for workers who won't give 
up. • 

Subscriptions to the Herald cost $3 per year 
/rtJm 916 Middle St., Pittsburgh, Pa. Vuleo
tapes art availabk on loan for the price of 
postage. Send a stamped, self-addressed en
velope for a list. More inf<>rmalion llbout the 
AFL-CIO programs can be obtained from your 
stale federati.m of labor. 

Youth Section 
Holds Conference 
by Jeremy Karpatkin 

M
ore than 120 young ac
tivists from around the 
country gathered in Wash
ington August 24-27 for 
the eighth annual swnmer 

youth conference. Participants from as far as 
Santa Cruz, California and Atlanta, Georgia 
heard such speakers as Michael Harrington, 
Manning Marable, Barbara Ehrenreich, Irv
ing Howe, and Dorothy Healey discuss se>
cialist visions and politics and their relevance 
to the social movements of the 1980s. 

The conference, which coincided with 
the 20th anniversary March on Washington 
for Jobs, Peace, and Freedom, gave special 
emphasis to the struggle for racial equality 
and social justice in the 1980s, focusing par
ticularly on the significance of the March and 
the coalitions it represented. Third world 
community organizer Hulbert James told the 
attendees, "Solidarity Day was powerful, but 
it was only about jobs. June 12 was inaedi
ble, but it was only about peace. August 27 is 
about jobs and peace and freedom. That 
makes it more important than any of them." 

At other sessions, speakers discussed 
the legacy of Martin Lu.her King, Jr., the 
roots of the economic crisis, the democratic 
roots of the socialist vision, socialist-femi
nism, the experiences of the European left, 
the U.S. policy crisis in Central America, and 
the ever increasing danger of the nudear 
arms race. At a special ses
sion on issue organizing, several concrete .. 

proposals for political action emerged, in
cluding the development of Youth Section 
networks on feminism and anti-apartheid 
work. 

The growing strength of the Youth Sec
tion was reflected in its discussion of political 
priorities for the coming year. The group 
made a major commitment to mobilizing stu
dents for the November 12 demonstration 
against U.S. involvement in Central America 
and to helping mobilize for Voter Registra
tion Summer 1984, a national campaign to 
register massive numbers of minority and 
low income voters during the 20th aruriver
sary of Freedom Swnmer in 1964. The Youth 
Section also pledged itself to support the 
October 22-24 International Days of Action 
against the Euromissiles; to maintain its 
commitment to labor support and education 
activities; and to expand its work around 
reproductive freedom and socialist-feminism. 

The Youth Section also elected its na
tional officers at the conference. They are: 
Guy Molyneux, chair; John Raymond, cor
responding seaetary; Penny Von Eschen, 
organizational secretary; and Tom Canel, 
secretary-treasurer. The female at-large of
ficers are Amy Bachrach, Anne Evens, Peri 
Hall, and Sarah Judson. The male at-large 
officers are John Gunn, Jason Kay, Michael 
Lighty, and Allen Smith. • 

Jeremy KarpaJkin is the DSA natWna1 youlh 
organizer . 
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What is this "socialism" we all say 
we arc for? And how can a socialist be 
a democrat? If you feel the literature 
your DSA local has does not do the 
job of answering such questions, why 
not consider ordering 

WORKING 
PAPERS OF THE 
DEMOCRATIC 
SOCIALISTS OF 
AMERICA/ 
MICHIGAN 

LEAFLETS 
1. "LEFT WITH THE DEMO
CRATS? Beyond the New DcaJ" 
Why socialists can be Dcmocrats
and why they should! 

2. "WHAT SOCIALISM IS NOT -
Seven Common Misconceptions 
About Socialism" Ammunition for 
arguments! 
3. "WHAT JS DEMOCRATIC 
SOCIALISM?" What we want
democratic planning and democracy 
in the workplace! 
4. "ECONOMIC DEMOCRACY: 
A Sketch of a Democratic Socialist 
Economy" Greater detail- with 
emphasis on worker-controlled coop
eratives and on the planning process! 

PAMPHLET 
5. "TOWARD A COOPERATIVE 
COMMONWEALTH" Explains 
inflation and unemployment, gives 
a resultjng justification of democratic 
planning, plus the economics of work
ers' control and the cooperative firm! 

PRICES 
LEAFLETS (MAY BE MIXED) 
Less than 50 leaflets .. ... ... ... 10¢ each 
50 or more leaflets ........ ..... . 9¢ each 
I 00 or more leaflets ............ 8 c each 
250 or more leaflets ............. 6¢ each 
500 or more leaflets ............ 4c each 
!000 or more leaflets ........... 3c each 

COOPERA TTVE COMMOMVFALTH 
Pamphlet price is equivalent to 

that of five leaflets. (Pamphlets may 
not be mixed with leaflets when bulk 
orders are priced.) 

Your bill will include Post Office 
or U.P.S. fees. One free inspection 
packet is being sent to all DSA locals· 
write if you do not receive yours! 
DSAIMJCHIGAN UTERA TURE 
P. O. Box 7211 
Ann Arbor, Ml 48107 



Congratulations to 
DSA on the occasion of its 

First Convention 

Jim and Diana Chapin 

In memory of 

SEL HAN 

who dedicated her life 
to the movement and who never 

lost her wannth, hwnor, and 
sense ofhwnanity ... 

and to all those who work in the 
trenches building DSA locals 

Joseph M. Schwartz 
Boston DSA and National 

Interim Committee 
A new feature length 
documentary by 
NOEL BUCKNER 
MARY DORE 
SAM SILLS 

Narrated by 

STUDS TERKEL 

Conract lhe Abranam Lincoln Br~ade Film ProLecl 
161 Harvard Ave. #4-C, Allston. ~A 02134 (617) 2~--46115 
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Fraternal Greetings 

FROM 

UAW-CAP Councils 
of 

Regions 9 & 9A 

THOMAS NATCHURAS 
Director, Region 9, UAW 

E.W. "TED" BARRETT 
Director, Region 9A, UAW 
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Congratulations to the 

Democratic Socialists of America 

< -.. 

Best Wishes 

for 

Continued Growth 

ESE BIES 

1300 W. Belmont Ave. 
Chicago, IL 60657 

To Subscribe 
Call Toll-Free 
800-247-2160 
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--Temple University Press--
Workers' Struggles, Past and 
Present A "Radical Amenca" ReadeT 
Edited by James Green 
Long before mainstream scholars of American 
history, the writers in Radical Amenca were 
focusing on the work experience as seen from 
the shopfloor and on the special issues of women 
and blacks. This book, a stimulating collection 
of articles selected from the pages of the journal. 
focuses on labor movement politics and 
workplace struggles. 
437 pp. 1983 cloth 293·2 $29.95 

paper 315-7 $9.95 

Brass Valley 
The Scary of Working People's uves and 
Struggles man Amencan lndustnal. ReglO'n 
The Brass Workers H1story Pro1ecc 
Compiled and edited by Jeremy Brecher, 
Jerry Lombardi, and Jan Stackhouse 
"An excellent study of the brass workers of the 
Naugatuck Valley of western Connecticut .... " 

Library Journal 
304 pp. 228 illus. 1982 cloth 271-1 $29.95 

paper 272-X $14.95 
In rlie series, Class and CulMe, edned by Bruce I.Aune 
and Milton Canwr 
Work, Community, and Power 
The Expenence of Labor m Europe and 
America, 1900-1925 

I Edited by James E. Cronin 
and Carmen Sirianni 
Essays by Larry Peterson, David Montgomery, 
Mary Nolan,. Gary Cross, Steve Fraser, Melvyn 
Dubofsky, William G. Rosenberg and the 
editor.;. · 306 pp. 1983 cloth 308-4 $27.95 

paper 309-2 $12.95 

Labor and Capital on the African 
Copperbelt Jane L. Parpart 
Drawing from a wealth of interviews and 
company archives, this book traces how the 
black miner became a trade unionist and 
eventually an independence fighter. 
24R pp. 2 maps October 1983 325-4 $29.95 

Woman's Place Is at the 
Typewriter 
Office \Vork and Office W "fkers, 1870· 1930 
Margery W. Davies 
256 pp. 1982 291-6 $24.95 

----Broad Oxford Streets 

Breaking Bread 
The Catholic Worker and the Origin of 
Catholic Radicalism in America 
Mel Piehl 
" ... an important contnbutton co our knowledge 
of the role of pacifism m American political 
hfe. "-Democratic Left 
233 pp. 1982 257-6 $19.95 

The Future of American 
Democracy Views from the Left 
Edited by Mark E. Kann 
Essays by Tom Hayden, Fred Harris, Robert 
Alford, Peter Bachrach, Murray Edelman, Jane 
Rax, Edward Friedman, Donna J. Haraway, 
Robert Kargon, Bernard Magubane, Charles 
Schwartz and Maurice Zeitlin. 
" ... a fine blend of cheory and practical 
action." -Sheldon Wolin 
320 pp. 1983 cloth 288-6 $29.95 

paper 289-4 $9.95 

ltnmigrant Workers in Industrial 
France The Making of a New Laboring Cl.ass 
Gary S. Cross 
The origins of foreign labor m contemporary 
France t!> analyzed by exploring the efforts of 
French business, labor and the state during the 
mterwar years to create a secondary workforce 
composed of 1mm1granc worker!>. 
294 pp. 1983 300-9 $29.95 

Farm Workers, Agribusiness, and 
the State Linda C. and Theo ). Majka 
" ... solid background material on the evolution 
of the United Farm Workers Assoc1at1on and 
Cahfom1a's Agricultural Labor Relations Law."
Refugio l. Roehm, University of California, 
Davis 351 pp. illus. 1983 256-8 $27.95 

Eurosocialism and America 
Political Economy for the 1980s 
Edited by Nancy Lieber 
Essays by Michael Hamngcon, Willy Brandt, 
Francois M1tterand, Olaf Palme, and other 
major leaders and experts from the democratic 
socialist and labor movements of Western Europe 
and the United State!>. • 
260 pp. 1982 cloth 273-8 $24.95 

1983 paper 274-6 $9.95 
MastetCard and V1-.a acccp1rd. Pie~ incl~ Sl.50 poscage 
and handling for the lil"ll rnlc, S. 50 for each adJ1t1onal. 
Publisher's ISBN prefix is 0-87722. 

) 19122---
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PROFILE 

IN FOR THE LONG HAUL 
by Harold Meyerson 

0 
n]une 5, 700 f1ernms crowded 
into the BiltJ1wre Bowl in Los 
Angeles lo honor and say good
/Jye to Dorothy Ray H«Jie:J, who 
soon thm!aftw moved to wa.m-

ington, D.C., to begin a new career: that of 
grandmother. It is a career in lueping wiJh a 
life devoted to nurllmmce. Dorothy Healey 
first went to work in her teens organizing Cali
fornia' s cannery and feld worllers; at 25, she 
was vice president of her inlernational (UCA
PA WA). In the late f"'1ies, she began her 
20-year tenure as chair of the Los Angeles 
County Communist Party. During her tmn 
Los Angeles became tJu only region of the party 
to take jJosiMns di~ from the CPUSA 
lim. With the inuasion ofCz.eclwslooakia, the 
rift bectl1M too wUk to heal: Healey refused to 
run for rti-ll«tion to the National Executive 
Committee, and resigned from the party a few 

years later. She became active in the New 
American Movement, and at DSA 's founding 
convention she was el«fLd a via chair. For 24 
years she has bun a commmlalor on the Los 
Angeles Pacifica rodW station; plans an afoot 

for her to dtJ natWnaJ radio commmJmy from 
Washington. To know her is to know that her 
career as activist and teacher will continue. 
TM fuling at the Dorothy HeaJey tribute was 
perhaps best expressed in the tribuU journal by 
Dorothy's coniemporaty, M1Jelist-scrunwriler 
Paul ]amco. '1 have seim Dorothy," wrote 
]arrico, uand she works . .. This inJerview took 
place shortly before Dorothy left Los Angeles. 

DL: Let's talk about the political 
evolution that led you from the Com· 
munist party to NAM to DSA: 

DH: Until 1945, I was not mvolved at all in 
internal party life. When I was brought into 
the party leadership, solely because I had 
publicly opposed [Earl] Browder's Teheran 
policy before the Duclos article, it took me 
months of reading old party documents lo try 
to understand the nuances of this organiza
tion. 

But I don't want to overstate my dis
tance from the party in earlier years. For 
instance, I clearly remember when the Nazi
Soviet Pact was signed in 1939, I didn't have 
any trouble at all with that in my mind, in my 
heart. For a whole decade, we had been 
making the fight against fascism the central 

fight, and yet m a twinkling of an eye, that 
stopped, and suddenly British unperialism 
and German Nazism became equal evils. In 
Molotov's famous phrase, it was a matter of 
one's choice of cultures. I remember think
ing-I hate to admit it-that Stalin must 
know what he's doing. So I can't say that I 
was always exercising independent Judg
ment, because I wasn't. 

Donna Wilkiruon 

Dorothy Healey at tribute. 

There followed a very slow-growing 
awareness of how the party functioned. I can 
remember in 1950, the organizational sec
retary of the party telling me, "You're con
ducting guerrilla warfare with the line of the 
party." I said, "Not me. I would never fight 
the line of the party." It was just this particu
lar position, and that policy, andtJsis policy. It 
didn't occur to me that there was any totality 
to that It was just episodic as far as I was 
concerned. 

But during the fifties, I became more 
involved in the national work of the party. I 
was elected to the National Committee of the 
party at the 1957 convention. and to the 
National Executive Board the same year. I 
qwcldy became appalled at what I thought 
were simply violations of democratic central
ism. Again, I didn't stop to ask whether there 
was anything in the concept that allowed for 
these violations. I could see that there was 
this overall bureaucracy, that the real opera
tive leadership was always the smallest 
body. not the National Committee, not even 
the national Executive Board It was the 
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Secretariat that really ran the party. It just 
took me a very long time to understand the 
reality of what that meant, in terms of any
body in the party having any say in policy 
outside of a tiny handful. 
DL: Were there conditions peculiar 
to the Los Angeles Party that gave 
you a political b8.9e that made 8*ay
ing in the party euier than had you 
been elsewhere? 
DH: Oh, there's no question of that When I 
became chair of the party in 1949, there was 
already something of that openness present 
There was more after I became chair. It 
never occurred to me that one could operate 
in that narrow, almost vengeful-against-po
litical-opponents atmosphere that prevailed 
in the rest of the country. 

We had in a sense a privileged sanctuary 
here from which to operate. First, we were 
three thousand miles away from the national 
office, which was marvelous. Second, we 
had the support of the bulk of our member
ship here, which meant that when Gus Hall 
or someone else came into town, they were 
not able to make any significant dent in the 
support we had 

But a major change in my own feelings 
came after 1968. I had been first to the Ger
man Democratic Republic and then to Czech
oslovakia in 1967. I attended the Congress of 
the GDR and was very shocked at it. As far 
as I was concerned, I was seeing Prussian 
socialism, and I didn't like what I was seeing. 

Then I went to Czechoslovakia and by 
sheer chance was put in contact with the 
people, Communist leaders, who were pre
paring for what became known as Prague 
Spring. It was an inaedible experience. Here 
were people leading the COWltry who were 
aslang exactly the same questions that we in 
this country were asking: How do you curtail 
the power of the leadership in the party? 
How do you guarantee that the party doesn't 
run the society? I spent more than a day with 
them at the Writers' Castle outside of 
Prague, and I was enthralled. 

When the invasion took plate the follow
ing year, we had already planned a mass 
meeting about Czechoslovakia It was to be 
on a Friday rught, and when I got there, the 
place was jammed. I made a speech in which 
I expressed the collective resonse of our Los 



Angeles leadership in opposition to the inva
sion as a violation of internationalism. as a 
violation of the Warsaw Treaty Pact, a viola
tion of what American communists presented 
as our program-and then opened the floor 
for questions. There were a number of peo
ple there who leaped to the stage to de
nounce me vehemently- and this was the 
first time th.is had happened. They were will
ing to go along with my past criticisms of the 
Soviet Union, but now the clups were down 
and they didn't want any more. 

DL: It was one thing to quit the par
ty, another to join NAM, which w&B a 
surprising marriage of old and new 
left. 

DH: I was determined when I left the party 
that I was going to be one of those indepen
dent radicals who could be critical of every
thing and responsible for nothing. But the 
things that had made us all communists in the 
first place- our hatred of existing social and 
economic conditions in our own country
were still there. We were no longer so sure 
what the alternatives should be, but we knew 
we couldn't tolerate the status quo. It was a 
rather uneasy relationship on both parts, the 
young and the old, for a while. I think there 
was a certain concern that the old ones would 
superimpose our dogmas and old quarrels 
and old reflexes to new situations. And we 
were simply appalled by the lack of organiza
tional discipline, clarity, and 'crispness of pol
icy' that we were used to. 

But we learned a great deal from the 
young people-an enormous amount on the 
question of process and all that represents, 
and maybe some of them learned from us 
about how you don't become a dropout, a 
tired-out radical after a few months of going 
to meetings. 

DL: What's right and what's wrong 
withDSA? 

DH: What's right is its encouragement of 
what we call muJti-tendency approaches that 
says, no one has a fix on either the present or 
the future that spells out an infallible course 
for a socialist America, that it's going to take 
all kinds of people with all kinds of differing 
thoughts coming together to be involved in 
activity that regenerates that kind of debate. 
I think that this is the most important ques
tion. What's wrong with us is that we have 
yet to acquire an organizational coherence 
that allows DSA to react to events and to 
move with any considerable involvement 
from our members that makes a difference. 

DL: What's your &Bsessment of a 
Prague Spring ever becoming a 
Prague Summer? What would move 
Soviet bloc countries nearer to so
cialism? 

Du.ring the "Red Queen" days. 

DH: The most hopeful thing wouJd be if 
there ever were to be a socialist transfonna
tion of an advanced capitalist country. 
DL: Wouldn't that in some ways be 
viewed as more threatening? 
DH: It might be more threatening to the 
party and government leaders in those coun
tries, but it would be most encouraging to the 
workers. But the reason you had a Prague 
Spring is not only because Czechoslovakia is 
an industrialized nation with a modem work
ing class, but it is also a country with a his
tory of democracy, which is not true of most 
of Eastern Europe or the Soviet Union. The 
workers had some experience: they knew 
what it was they needed. 

But rm not terribly optimistic about 
anything happening in a very short period. 
Nor do I have any opinions as to how they11 
do iL I think that Solidarity was a sign that 
the very rhetoric, the very ideology, the 
very rati.:>nale that is used to sustain those 
governments can also become the rationale 
that is used by the workers in order to put life 
in that language, to make it real. 
DL: Correspondingly, what would 
you see as the preconditions for a 
renaissance of the American left? 
What's around that gives you hope? 
DH: Well. you don't build a left without PoP
ular mass movements. They are indispens
able. And that's the curious thing about 
what's happening in our country. One doesn't 
see great big movements of resistance. 
There are some qualifications to that I think 
the election of Harold Washington was an 
expression of a powerful mass movement. 
and the black movement in Chicago was mo
bilized, organized, and enthused in such a • 
way that made it irresistible. The fact that it 
found its outlet electorally is very interesting 
and important. 

One thing I've learned: we don't create 
mass movements. They arise spontaneously 
in response to something that is present m 
this society. The important thing is that we 
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be alert and sensitive to them, so that when 
they develop, we are aware of their signifi
cance and have some idea of what I think is 
our main task-and that is to find a way in the 
mass movements to link one movement to 
another, that people in the single-issue 
movements see that there is a totality in the 
society that has to be challenged. As social
ists, that's one of the main tasks we have: to 
provide that link-up. 
DL: August Behel is reported to have 
said that be never went to bed at 
night without thin.king that the rev
olution was just a couple of days 
away, and that W88 what gave him 
the impetus to keep going. That is an 
article of faith we can't IJU8tain to
day, but people such 88 yoUJ'Self 
have sustained decades of involve
ment-not only sustained it, but not 
allowed it to ossify into dogma. How 
have you done it? 
DH: I think you've got to have two things 
going simultaneously. You've got to have a 
never-ceasing hatred of the institutions that, 
to use Marx's language, debase and degrade 
all human beings. And you've really got to 
have a respect for and, yes, a love for your 
fellow humans, who, if they were not tram
meled by the ideas and ethos ofthis society, 
would flower. If you ask me what sustains me 
most. it is that I saw that happen in the 
thirties and forties when huge struggles took 
place. I watched workers lose their preju
dices and their bigotries and even t.heiT inhib
itions. I watched people who were semilit
erate become organizers and speakers and 
administrators. So I know it's possible. I 
know the potential is there. And as long as 
you know that there is that potential in hu
man beings to rise above where at any one 
point they are, always then the most power
ful motivation for me is the hatred of what the 
society does to people. • 

Harold Meyerson is a longtime West Coast 
activist and a member of the NEC. 

Dorothy Healey is one of two DSA 
members featured along with 13 oth
er ex- and current Communists in 
the new documentary film "Seeing 
Red: Stories of American Commu
nists." Made by DSA members Julia 
Reichert and James Klein, this 100-
minute color film tells the story of 
men and women who were radical
ized during the Great Depression. 
For distribution information. con
tact Heartland Productions, 215 Su
perior Ave., Dayton. Ohio 45408, 
(513) 222-6120. 



European Unions 
Reject Missiles 
by Mike Cavanaugh 

' 

I 
n May I visited Western Europe as a 
member of an American trade union 
delegation that met with West Ger
man citizens, trade unionists, and 
political leaders who represented a 

variety of political viewpoints, but who all 
shared a concern and forebodmg about the 
scheduled deployment of 572 U.S. Pershing 
11 and Cruise missiles in Europe this winter. 
Their perspectives on deployment, and their 
responses to the "official" justifications for it, 
suggested to me that the American people 
ought to take a closer look at whether or not 
deployment of Euromissiles serves anyone's 
best interests. 

In anticipation of our delegation's dis
cussions about peace and disarmament v.ith 
the West Germans, our own State Depart
ment and NATO officials briefed us on the 
background and status of the "moderniza
tion" of our own European nuclear forces. 

We were given an analogy -~tween la
bor negotiations and nuclear arms negotia
tions in which we, as trade unionists. were 
supposed to see the foUy of a nuclear freeze 
or of nondeployment of the Euromissiles. 
This appeal to our instincts as labor negotia
tors went something like this: you couJd nev-

PROGRESSIVE PERIODICAlS DIRECTORY 
recently published! Good for publicity, network
ing, subscription details on 500 periodicals on la
bor, peace. international, culture, politics, etc. $5 
from Box L-120574, Na!>hville, TN 37212. 

The fall semester of the N. Y. school for Demo
cratic Socialism will hegin in the third week of 
October, immediately following the national con· 
vention of the Democratic Socialists of America to 
be held in Nl·W York. Cour.;e offerings will in
clude: Foundations for Democratic Socialism: a 
course on fenunism; a workshop/seminar on eco
nomic 1ssue91 and an electoral skills workshop. 
For detailed information on these and other offer
mg:.. write or call the N. Y. DSA Local. 853 Broad
way, Suite 801. NYC 10003. 212-260-3270. 

Quakt~ havt S<»M quaint ideas-like trymg to 
practice one's beliefs. Friends believe in truth, 
love, simplicity, peace and social justice. Fnnuls 
j ournal reports on Quaker thought and life today. 
One yea1 (19 issucs)-$12. Six months- $6. 
Wnte to: Frinids f 1>urnal , Box DL, 1501 Cherry 
St., Philadelphia. PA 19102. 

er expect to get a good contract from the 
boss if prior to negotiations you disbanded 
your strike fund and publicly proclaimed your 
intention to settle the contract without a 
strike. Therefore, trade unionists should 
have a special appreciation for why we can't 
expect a good arms control agreement if we 
stop building and deploying nuclear weapons, 
and pledge ourselves never to use them firsL 

Labor negotiations, however. are to
tally different. As labor negotiators, we are 
charged with the responsibility of attempting 
to bring lo bear whatever force we have 
available to win the best possible contract 
settlement, and therefore we pursue an ag
gressive bargaining posture, uJtirnately de
fined by the militancy and strength of our 
members. The goal of labor negotiations can
not be the same as that of arms control nego
tiations, for arms negotiations should be 
about agreeing to de-escalate and reduce the · 
levels of lethal nuclear weapons that both 
sides possess. The objective, and conse
quently the strategy and tactics of labor ne
gotiations and arms control negotiations are 
(or should be) fundamentally different 

111ere was no doubt that all of our NA TO 
hosts supported the decision to proceed with 

CLASSlflED 
RADICAL HUMOR! Traveling art show has 
wowed New York, Seattle, Bay Area, San Diego, 
Pittsburgh. Old Timey labor cartoons. new femi
nist, anti-nuke stuff, slide-show lecture. Also 
available, Catalo~e ($]), Documents of First 
Radical Humor Festival ($3), Jewish Humor Issue 
of SHMATE ($3). Humor! c/o Dorrwar Book
store, 107~ Hope St., Providence, RI 02906. Or 
call 001) 351-3458. 

MAGAZINE SAMPLES 
Free listing of over 150 magazines 

offering a sample copy - $.SO a sample 
Send stampc•d sdf·addressed # 10 envelope to: 

PUBLISHERS EXCHANGE 
P. 0 . Box 220, Dept. 261 

Dunellen, NJ 08812 

ALTERNATIVE JOB & INTERNSHIP OPPOR· 
TUNl11ES! The environment, foreign affairs, 
women\; ni:ihts. media, health/education. l-Om

mumty org;miling, and more. Send $3.00 for lat· 
est nationwide listing. COMMUNITY JOBS, Box 
607, 1520 16th St., NW. Washington, DC 20036. 
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deployment of the missiles, but there 
seemed to be some differences of opinion as 
to the purpose. The Americans stressed the 
military significance of the missiles, while the 
Europeans seemed much more concerned 
with the political "necessity" to proceed with 
the deployment. especially in the face I of 
massive public outcry and protest against the 
missiles. According to a Dutch officer, the 
NATO "double track decision" (the decision 
made in 1979 to enter into negotiations with 
the Soviets in Geneva in an effort to halt the 
scheduled deployment) presented an over
riding political issue in which the objective 
was to prove internally to their own popula
tions and externally to the Soviets and oth
ers, that the 16 NATO countnes have the 
ability and the will to act together. 

By the time we reached Berlin- after 
nearly two weeks of travel and dozens of 
meetings and discussions related to deploy
ment-the official State Department justifi
cation for deployment as a military necessity 
was being greeted with something less than 
polite skeptiL;:-:m. Located 130 kilometers 
east of the proposed deployment sites in 
West Germany, Berlin is in the middle of 

Continued on page 28. 

DSA f<'IST-AND-ROSE BUTTONS. Single but
ton ~ poi;lpaid. Bulk orders for DSA Locals: 25« 
apiece. Send to OSA, 1300 W. Belmont Ave .. 
Chicago, IL. 60657. 

ORGANIZE FOR SEATTLE DSA! Outreach. 
fundraisinR. and organizing Local's committees. 1 
year organizing experience required. $300 to 
$350 per month. part tune. Send resume to PO 
Box31038, Seattle, W~98103. 

SOCIALIST AFFAfRS 

The bi·m()nlhly journal of the Socialist fntema
tional bongs you news and debate irom around the 
globe. A subscription also includes the Bulletin of 
Socialist International Women. $25 per year or 
$60 for thn·e vears. Ordl·r fromS«ialist A!fairs, 
8 Flowers Mew:;, Archway Close. London Nl!J 
3TB. U.K. 
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column Inch. Payment in advanet. Twenly percmt 
discount if ad runs two or mqye tinus. We rtStm! 
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by HARRY FLEISCHMAN 

N ATIONAL ROUNDUP 

Calif omia 
Liberal Yori Wada was elected chair

man of the University of California Board of 
Regents and DSA supporter Stanley K. 
Sheinbawn vice chairman. The two oppose 
tuition for undergraduate and graduate stu
dents, university operation of nuclear 
weapons laboratories, and UC's invest
ments in South African companies. . . San 
Francisco DSA's Housing Committee 
played a leading role in the Affordable 
Housing Alliance's successful campaign for 
an ordinance requiring landlords to pay in
terest on security deposits. Tenants will 
receve an estimated $5 million a year. 

District of Columbia 
The DC/MD local hosted a reception 

for "Jobs, Peace and Freedom" marchers 
the evening of August 27 ... The Septem
ber Washingtcn Socialist features an inter
view with D. C. Councilmember Hilda Ma
son, a review of the years between the 
marches, and the battle between federal 
workers and the Office of Personnel Man
agement. 

Kmhlcky 
Central Kentucky DSA's Institute for 

Democratic Economic Alternatives 
(IDEAS) will hold a tax issues conference 
to build a strong coalition on the subject. 

Maryland 
Baltimore DSA backed black former 

judge William Mw-phy for mayor and Mary 
Pat Clarke for city council president 

M assadtwsetts 
DSA women from Massachusetts, 

New Jersey and New York participated in 
the first Northeast Socialist Feminist 
School at Cape Cod. Themes ranged from 
socialist sexuality to ensuring a significant 
feminist presence at the national conven
tion... The Boston DSA Political Action 
Committee is active in four progressive 
local campaigns. DSAers are working to 
ensure that David Sullivan serves a third 

tenn on the Cambridge City Council They 
are also working m Felix Arroyo's cam
paign for Boston School Committee; gay 
and tenants' activist David Scondras's race 
for Boston City Council; and populist Char
lie Garjulio's campaign for Lowell City 
Council. Arroyo and Scondras recently 
joined DSA. Other DSAers are active in the 
campaigns of Mel King and Ray Flynn in the 
mayoral primary. The Boston PAC voted 
22-13 to endorse black progressive Mel 
King, just two votes short of the 2/3 vote 
needed for an official endorsement. Several 
DSA members are playing a leading role in 
tenants activist Flynn's campaign, while 
others helped organize a fundraiser for the 
King campaign that netted $2, 000. Man
ning Marable was on the program to speak 
to more than 225 people. 

Michigan 
More than 50 delegates from around 

the state, representing every local in Mich
igan, elected co-chairs Kathy Callahan of 
Detroit and Zolton Ferency of Lansing. 
The state convention voted to explore eco
nomic refonn measures for labor support 
and to push for a "freeze-type" referendum 
on fuJJ employment. 

Mtmtana 
The Second Annual Rewtion of Radi

cals, sponsored by Helena DSA, is sched
uled for October 1 at Boulder Hot Springs. 

New York 
Carolyn Micklas, DSA member of the 

Schenectady school board, will run in the 
Democratic primary September 13 for City 
Council . . Buffalo DSA IS running DSAer 
Diane Cuirczak as an at-large candidate for 
the Buffalo Common Council in the Demo
cratic primary ... DSAers have joined with 
the People's Power Coalition, NOW, Sier
ra Club and others in the Frontier Demo
cratic Club, a Buffalo refonn coalition effort 
to make the party more democratic. It 
plans to run committee candidates in all of 
Erie County's l, 100 electoral districts in 
the 1984 primaries. .. Ithaca DSA held a 
successful Fred Small concert last month 
. . . A geological/biological tour of Cascadil
lia and Fall Creeks was held in August to 
benefit DSA. . . The local supported the 
Women's Peace Encampment at Seneca 
Falls ... Nassau DSA and the Long Island 
Progressive Coalition are backing the can
didacy of DSAer Barbara Sarah for town 
council in North Hempstead .. At the urg
ing of LIPC, Newsday will carry a weekly 
labor column. . . DSA Nassau and Suffolk 
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locals JOined in a rally to stop nuclear power 
at Shoreham ... A founding member of LI
PC, Marge Harrison, has been appointed 
by Governor Mario Cuomo to serve on the 
fact-finding panel on Shoreham. She has 
also been active in the L. I. Public Power 
Project .. The New York City DSA local 
distributed thousands of copies of the Ntw 
York Democratic Socialist at the August 27 
rally for Jobs, Peace and Freedom. It car
ried articles on Martin Luther King, Jr. 's 
progress from civil rights to socialism and 
can be ordered in quantity from the New 
York office ... Westchester DSA co-spon
sored a rally against intervention in El Sal
vador which brought in some $2, 000 for 
medical aid to the people there ... A confer
ence was held in Albany to organize a state
wide DSA. 

Oregan 
Portland DSA hosted the DSA North

west Regional Leadership School last July 
... Chris Nielsen produced cassette tapes 
of talks by Mike Harrington in Portland 
Titles are "America After Reagan," 'Nucle
ar Disarmament and World Peace," and 
"The Twilight of Capitalism." Each tape is 
about 45 minutes long and is edited for 
radio use in two parts. For copies at $3 

each. write Chris at 5215 NE 30th, Port
land 97212. 

Pennsylvania 
Philadelphia DSA will hold its 2nd an

nual retreat October 21-23 at Appel Farms 
in Elmer, N.J ... Barbara Ehrenreich will be 
the keynote speaker at the opening of the 
new Philadelphia DSA office October 4, 
speaking on "Women and the Economy: 
Jobs, Unemployment and Poverty" ... DSA 
joined the march of the Farm Labor Or
ganizing Committee against Campbell's 
Foods, which owns many canneries ... The 
Philadelphia City Council voted 9-4 to place 
a Jobs With Peace resolution on the ballot in 
November. It was introduced by Council
man Dave Cohen, who was elected with 
DSA support... Pittsburgh DSA's Repro
ductive Rights Committee heard lawyer 
Kathryn Kolbert of the Women's Law Proj
ect talk on ''The Impact of the Supreme 
Court Decision on Abortion Rights on 
Penna Women. .. The Reading Socialist 
is now being published monthly. 

South Dakota 
State Rep. Tarrel R Miller was re

cently labeled "the consoence of this Leg
islature. whether we agree with him philo
sophically or not" by Speaker of the House. 



Rep. Jerome Lammers (R). Miller, who 
was elected as a "progressive" Republican, 
repre~nts a rural district made up of "prai
rie populist" dirt farmers. Now in his sec
ond term, Miller is a member of the Ap
propriations Committee and a prime spon
sor of the Nuclear Freeze in the S. 0 . 
House. 

Ttnnessu 
Nashville DSA joinL'<i with other 

groups in the Tennessee Hwiger Coalition 
for a conference on "TeMessee's Unem
ployed: Building a Working Strategy" .. . 
The local will produce the DSA Southern 
regional newsletter. Behind tM Cotton 
Curtain." 

Texas 
A statewide DSA conference in Austin 

in'July attracted more than 40 delegates .. . 
When Houston DSA held a John Tower 
Memorial Picnic this spnng, with the 
avowed purpose of making him just a mem
ory politically, they did not expect him to 
respond so quickly by announcing that he 
would not run for reelection in 1984. DSA 
participated in the-Women's Suffrage Cele
bration August 26 at which Sissy Farent
hold spoke... On August 27, a Houston 
march for Jobs, Peace, and Freedom was 
held to coincide with the national march in 
Washington. 

ANTl-SLA VERY FIGHT WON 

Last May, DEMOCRATIC U:FT report
ed that the Workers Defense League was 
leading a fight for an anti-slavery law in 
North Carolina. In July, the North Carolina 
legislature passed a law that protects mi
grant farmworkers by making it a felony to 
hold a worker m involuntary servitude, 
punishable by five years in prison. Passage 
of the law was stimulated by the WDL, the 
state AFL-CIO, the NAACP, church and 
farmworker groups. 

SPEAKERS BUREAU 

The Institute for Democratic Social
ism has a Speakers Bureau featuring Man
ning Marable, Barbara Ehrenreich. Francis 
Fox Piven, Stanley Aronowitz, Cynthia 
Fuchs Epstein, Victor Reuther, Robert 
Engler, Dorothee Soelle, Bogdan Denitch, 
Theda Skocpol, Rosemary Ruether, Cor
ne! West. Fees are donated to IDS. Call 
212-260-1078 for information. 

ANTI-RACISM COMMISSION 

The July National Executive Com
mittee DSA meeting authorized the crea
tion of an Anti· Racism Commission and 
Duane Campbell and Jim Jacobs were ap
pointed temporary organizers. 

AUGUST 27, 1983 

Three hundred DSAers marct.ed in Washington for Jobs, Peace and 
Freedom while on the West Coast supporten nill.ied around the first DSA 
blimp. 
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RESOURCES 

Economic E:tp<Jse-WM's SfHJling 
Your job and Picking Your Pocket and 
What You Can Do Aboul It is a pamphlet 
with a long title. But this 48-page brochure 
by Steve Max is well-written and graphi· 
cally illustrated and bowid to help you and ' 
your local educate effectively against Rea
ganomics. Copies available at $2. 50 plus 
50~ handling from Citizen Action, 600 W. 
Fullerton, Chicago, fL 60614. 

• • • 
Human Debris-The Jnj;lred Worller 

in America by Lawrence White (Seaview
Putnam, $14.95) is a masterful study of 
workers' compensation laws. More than 
100.000 Americans are dying each year of 
occupational disease, yet the administra
tion tries to abolish many remaining federal 
regulations on health and safety in the 
workplace. The author calls for some type 

of no-fault insurance to provide medical 
care and income maintenance for workers 
injured on the job. 

• • • 
A Nucluw Amas Race Poster-A 

Pictorial History of tM AWmic Age is a col
orful 37" x 24" easily understood chart of 
38 years of living wider the threat of nucle
ar war. It identifies 10,000 U.S. strategic 
warheads aimed at Russia and 7, 000 Soviet 
warheads aimed at the U.S. Copies avail
able for $6. 50 (including postage) from So
cial Graphics, 1120 Riverside Ave., Balti
more, MD 21230. 

• • • 
Prepare, a brochure aimed at educat

ing the American public about the need for 
change in U.S. policy in Central America, 
has just been published by National Impact 
Education Fund, sponsored by 23 national 
Protestant, Roman Catholic and Jewish 
groups. IL stresses the value of citizen ac
tion and offers suggestions for such action. 
Single copies free from National Impact, 
100 Maryland Ave., N.E., Washington, 
D.C. 20002. 

• • • 
Women, TOJ:eS and Federal Spending 

points out how the burden of taxation falls 
more heavily on lower income levels, while 
at the same time federal and local systems 
have shut desperately needed services 
used predominantly by women. Copies are 
available for $2 from the Women's Interna
tional League for Peace and Freedom, 1213 
Race Street, Philadelphia, PA 19107. 



Missiles 
Continued from page 25. 

anyone's theater nuclear exchange "contin
gency plans," and may be the best place to 
talk with people about strategies to preserve 
peace. Not unexpectedly, the Berliners we 
met believed that their futures depended up
on revived detente, East-West dialogue, and 
trade. 

AJexanderLangolius,deputyspeakerof 
the Berlin House of Representatives, related 
remarks made to him by Pentagon and State 
Department spokespersons that convinced 
him that the real U.S. objective is and has 
been to achieve and maintain European nu
clear superiority to the Soviets. He suggest
ed that the Geneva negotiations are a public 
relations cover for the planned deployment, 
and hold little hope for success. West Ger
man Chancellor Helmut Kohl has promised 
President Reagan that there will be no turn
ing back from deployment by the Germans. 

Shortly after our return home, a story in 
the Boston Grob« Oune 2, "Official: Missile 
Decision a Mistake") reported that a h.igh
ranking Pentagon official had confirmed that 
Euromissiles were a political rather than a 
military necessity. In an off-the-record 
meeting with a group of editors Richard 
Perle confirmed that there is no military need 
to deploy Euromissiles, but that our "credi
bility" is on the line. 

H the motivation to deploy the Euromis
siles is to follow through on our public com
mitment to do so, whether or not it makes 
strategic military sense, it is not at all certain 
that the political advantages to the U.S. out
.weigh the disadvantages. Our meetings with 
representatives of the West German labor 
federation suggested to me that proceeding 
with the deployment at this time could drive a 
serious wedge between the U.S. and large 
and important sectors of the West German 
population, who are increasingly suspicious 
of U.S. intentions. (A late summer opinion 
poll showed only 20 percent of the West 
German population in favor of deployment 
there.) 

The Deutscher Gewerkschaftsbund 
(DGB), the German labor federation similar 
to our own AFL-CIO, hosted us in a number 
of cities. The DGB is a highly political federa
tion, with many close and direct ties to the 
Social Democratic Party (SPD). It also has 
close ties to the peace movement. At the 
May Day parade and rally in the industrial 
city of Gelsenkirchen, we heard a keynote 
address by the regional head of the DGB that 
stressed peace and disarmamenl The union 
leader urged the removal of Soviet SS-20s, 
and called for no deployment of U.S. Persh
ing and Cruise missiles. 

In a series of meetings with DGB lead
ers in Dusseldorf and Berlin, we were con
tinually reminded of the fact that the labor 
federation places "Peace by Disarmament" 
at the top of its political program. The DGB 
leadership and membership are playing an 
active role in the peace movement, and the 
labor federation declared September 1 as 

• I 
Anti-War Day, 

By every indication the peace move
ment and peace activists are welcomed and 
encouraged by the DGB; and as a result it is a 
broad grassroots movement, not isolated 
from the mainstream of the society. The 
broad peace movement is having an effect on 

HALTING DEPLOYMENT 

Oci.ober 22·24 are International Daya of 
Action against the iuron\isailes. Plan to 
join or: sponsor ewnts In your comnU'lity. 

the political direction of the recently defeated 
SPD. Though much media attention has fo
cused on the emergence of the Greens as a 
parliamentary opposition to the governing 
Christian Democratic Union, it is the political 
direction of the Social Democratic Party with 
its close ties to the trade unions that will 
likely be the biggest and most significant sto
ry in German political life in the future. 

It would be safe to say that the trade 
unionists we met were puzzled and dismayed 
at the relative inactivity of the American la
bor unions in the peace movement. No one 
could doubt, they pointed out, the wide
spread and broadbased opposition to Euro
missiles in many European countries, espe
cially in the North. 

From the perspective of being back on 
this side of the Atlantic, three points stand 
oul It seems to me that very large segments 
of Gennan society reject a return to the Cold 
War and favor a return of detente policies. In 
addition, official and active involvement of 
the DG~ gives the peace movement a foun
dation and respectability it might not other
wise be able to achieve. The labor federation 
contributes not only the economic analysis of 
the destructive nature of the arms race on 
the world economy, but also the recognition 
that the future of the labor movement and its 
members may very well depend on the fu
ture policy of peace and disarmament Fi
nally, it is increasingly understood abroad, as 
it should be here at home, that the U.S. 
deployment of Euromissiles is primarily a 
political objective-to teach the Russians 
and the world that we mean what we say, and 
that the NATO Alliance cannot and will not 
be deterred from its policies by public opin
ion. The strategic military value of deploy
ment is clearly of secondary importance . .. 
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Euromissiles do not add anything to the al
ready more than sufficient ability of the U.S. 
to destroy the Soviet Union in nuclear war. 
Indeed, many argue, the missiles may well 
be a strategic mistake, promoting another 
Soviet response, and making European nu
clear war, accidental or intentional, a more 
likely event. 

However, the question not being dealt 
with is what will happen to our alliance-the 
ties between the U.S. and Western Europe 
-if the U.S. refuses to respect an increas
ingly large and vocal public opposition to de
ployment which is saying "thanks but no 
thanks . .. our security will be jeopardized not 
enhanced if Euromissiles are deployed on 
our soil".??? Whether the real objective is 
strengthening U.S.-Westem European ties. 
or reducing th.e likelihood of nuclear war, the 
sensible short-term course of action would 
be to postpone deployment and pursue seri
ous negotiations in Geneva, involving all the 
European nations. 

The likelihood of this, or any short- or 
long-tenn sensible approach to the problem 
is not great. So long as the Reagan adminis
tration conducts arms control negotiations as 
if they were labor negotiations, such a change 
of strategy is unlikely. The responsibility for 
demanding a change of strategy and policy 
belongs to us. 

We would do well, I believe, to look to 
the example and leadership of the Gennan 
labor federation. Our task should be to 
broaden our own peace movement by mak
ing every effort to involve our own trade 
unions. The economic analysis of the de
structive nature of an ever increasing mili
tary budget based on capital intensive soph
isticated nuclear weapons, such as that pro
vided by the Machinists Union, ought to be a 
major focus of our grassroots work. Jobs 
with Peace needs to become as well-known 
as the nuclear freeze, and trade unionists 
need to be involved in the leadership of such 
an effort, as many were in Labor for Peace m 
the early 1970s. The American peace mote
ment, and particularly the American labor 
movement, needs to know much more about 
the involvement of European trade unions in 
the European peace movement. Ever in
creasing military spending and the continued 
build-up of nuclear arsenals threaten the 
peace and promise to confine us to economic 
decay. The Germans an~ many other Euro
pean trade unionists have taken up the battle 
for peace and economic serurity through qu
clear disarmament. I hope we have the fore
sight and the courage to join them. • 

Mike Cavanaugh is a business agent for the 
Amalgamaled Clothing and Texiik Workers 
in New England and a member of the execu
tive board of the Mai~ AFL-CIO. 



LETTERS 

'Mixed Bag' 
To the Editor: 

I have been meaning to write to DEMO
CRATIC LEIT for some time to announce my 
folk music, comedy, singer-songwriters, sa
tire program: "A Mixed Bag." It was Kristin 
Lems who first urged me to syndicate "A 
Mixed Bag." It has been running on stations 
of the National Public Radio Network since 
the first of this year ... I use a lot of musicians 
friendly to DSA includingJoe Glazer, Kristin, 
Si Kahn, TomJuravich, et al. 

I have also been involved with the Open 
Door Arts Co-operative, Arts & Humanities 
Council and Tulsa Performing Arts Center to 
bring in Robert "One Man" Johnson, Tom 
Dundee, James Lee Stanley, Tom Paxton, 
Jim Post, Norman & Nancy Blake and just 
recently artists for a Woody Guthrie Tribute. 
I did all the booking. All of these events took 
place in the last year and a half. I would be 
willing to share my experience with anyone 
who would like to do the same. I agree music 
is a great way to reach people. I'd like to see 
more attention to it in the DEMOCRATIC LEFT. 

Bill Munger 
819 S. Colkge Ave. 
Tulsa, Okla. 74104 

Socialist International 
To the editor: 

I read with interest and a tinge of nos
talgia your account of the 16th Congress 
(May 1983, "Change and Tragedy at the So
cialist International"). 

I note the acceptance of the Puerto Ri
can Independence Party to consultative sta
tus. Does this presage similar status for oth
er nationalist and/or separatist parties, such 
as the Parti Quebecois, the Scottish, Welsh, 
Breton, Corsican, and Basque nationalists, 
etc.? 

I note the reference for the nth time to 
"the European ghetto" from which the Inter
national has emerged Surely there are other 
ways of making this point besides this singu
larly graceless phrase. 

David C. Williams 
Bethesda, Md. 

Get your library to subscribe to the Alterna
tive Press Index if it doesn't already. Institu
tional subscription $90/yr. Individual and 
movement group subscription $25/yr. 

Alternative Press Center 

P '°· Box 7229 
Baltimore, Maryland 21218 

EUROSOCIALISM 
AND AMERICA 

For Your Bookshelf 
FROMDSA 

WHY WE ARE SOCIALISTS (DSA's basic political statement) 
*WE ARE THE NEW SOCIALISTS (DSA recruitment brochure) 
LABOR IS A POWER IN THE LAND (Labor Corrurussion brochure) 
DSA CONSTITUTION AND MERGER AGREEMENT 
*SOCIALIST FORUM #1: Electoral Politics and DSA 
SOCIALIST FORUM #2: Local Electoral Activity and Peace 
SOCIALIST FORUM #3: Focus on Femirusm 
SOCIALIST FORUM #4: Pre-Convention Issue 

(Will be ready in early September) 
HEAL TH ACTMSTS DIGEST #10: Focus on Nursing 
WHICH WAY AMERICA: Political Perspective 

of the DSA Youth Section 
YOUTH SECTION ORGANIZING MANUAL 
WOMEN OF COLOR: Women Organizmg #11 
PERSPECTIVES ON GAY AND LESBIAN LIBERATION 

AND SOCIALISM 
Back issues of DEMOCRATIC LEIT 

Plant Closings 
Bulletin 

.35 ---

.02 -~ 

.05 
1.00 -
1.00 
1.00 
3.00 

3.00 
2.50 

' .50 
2.00 
1.50 

2.00 
.10 

TOTAL 

Make checks payable to: DEMOCRATIC SOCIALISTS OF AMERICA. 1300 W. Belr.•vnt Avenue, 
Chicago IL 60657. 

FROM THE INSTITUTE FOR DEMOCRATIC SOCIALISM 

EUROSOCIALISM AND AMERICA, edited by 
Nancy Lieber, with articles by Harrington, Palme, 
Brandt, Mitterrand. Publishe<i at $17. 95 

THE BLACK CHURCH AND MARXISM. by James Cone 
A PATH FOR AMERICA: Proposals from the Democratic Left, 

a DISSENT pamphlet by Michael Harrington 
THE VAST MAJORITY: A Journey to the World's Poor 

by Michael Harrington. Published at $10.95. 
TAX POLICY AND THE ECONOMY (a debate between 

Michael Harrington and Jack Kemp) 
IMAGES OF LABOR (attractive softcover art book, published 

at $16.95) 
APARTHEID AND THE WORLD ECONOMIC ORDER. 

byM. Manley 
THE INFLATION PUZZLE 
DEMOCRACY AND DICTATORSHIP IN LATIN AMERICA, 

a DISSENT collection 
THE TRANSITION FROM CAPITALISM TO SOCIALISM, 

by John Stephens. Published at $12.50 softcover. 

10.00 
1.50 

1.25 

3.00 

1.00 

10.00 

.50 

.75 

5.00 

6.50 

TOTAL 

*There are no bulk discounts for these pieces because they are already sold at cost. On other literature, 
there is a 20% discount on orders of 5-9 and a 30% discount on orders of 10 or more. 

Make checks payable to IDS. 

YOUR NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE 
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Greetings from the East Bay 

Sandra Chelnov Alan Snitow 

THE WORKMEN'S CIRCLE 

45 East 33rd Street 
New York, N.Y. 10016 

SOLIDARITY NOW! 

SOLIDARITY FOREVER! 

Los Angeles DSA 

Labor Day Greetings 

From Members of the 

UAW RESEARCH DEPARTMENT 
Detroit, Michigan 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
DISTRICT COUNCIL 

1.L.G.W.U. 

@iaentl 
521 Fifth Avenue ' 

New York, N.Y. 10017 

In Memory of 

Selma Lenihan 

DSA Feminist Commission 

BARRY LITT 

PAULA LITT 

MICHAEL MAGNUSON 

SOLIDARITY FOREVER! 

Paul & Yvonne Baicich 

Greetings to Democratic Left 
FROM PHILADELPHIA DSA'S NEW OFFICE 

Greene & Westview, 3rd Floor• Philadelphia, Pa . 19119 
(215) 843-2131 

GREETINGS 

Minnesota DSA 

For Democracy-at Work and in Our Communities

THE REAL AMERICAN DREAM! 

Kraig Peck & Donna Caditz 

GREETINGS 

from 

San Diego DSA 

Greetings to all our comrades who stand fast: 

For peace, for equality, for justice, for freedom 

THE HASKELLS 

Gordon, Liz, Olly, Rachel 

.. Freedom is never granted; it is won. Justice is 
never given; it is exacted!' 

A. Philip Ram:Wlph 

GREETINGS FROM TIM SEARS 

Greetings to the 

Democratic Socialists of America 
from the 

Workers Defense League 
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Greetings 
Socialism is alive and growing 

in the Beehive State 

Greetings from the Utah DSA Docal 

Nancy Becker 

Fay Sennett and Rowland Watts 

Paul and Heather Booth 

H. Brand 

Bob Cleveland 

DC/MD DSA labor Committee 

Elaine Draper 

Edith Eisenberg 

Lottie and Joe Friedman 

lester Goldner 

Dorothy Ray Healey 

John R. Johnson 

Seymour Kahan 

lester R. Keck 

David Kusnet 

Peter Lavigne 

Deborah Meier 

Bob Marshall 

Soul and Jennie Mendelson 

Bruce Miroff 

In Solidarity with American Workers 
For Peace and Justice 

Cuban Christians for Justice 
and Freedom 

The DC/ Maryland Local 
hos high hopes for our movement 

and orgoniz.Qfion .. 
LET'S GET ~O WORKt 

Democratic Socialism 
will make 

The American Dream 
a reality 

ALBANY DSA 

Building DSA-Fighting Reaganism 
They're really the same thing, 

aren't they? 
MARIN COUNTY OSA.CALIFORNIA 

GREETINGS FROM THE 

Westchester Local, DSA 

Box 323, Harrison, N.Y. 10528 

Reuben W. Mitchell 

Neil C. Moran 

Esther Nighbert 

Allee Ostrow 

Jim Paprocki 

Michael G. Rivas 

Herman and Mildred Rosenstein 

Herbert L. Solomon 

R. J. Soules 

Ruth S. Spitz 

Dorothy Tristman 

Jerry Voorhis 

David Walls 

Milton E. Weinstein 

Marianna S. Wells 

Mel and Marie Willbach 

Roger S. Wilson 

Lorry Wittner 

Alice Dodge Wolfson 

MARILYN M. EINHORN 

LAWRENCE R. MAXWELL 

Socialism, It's lhe Real Thing/ 

Greetings from Mississippi 

From Derek, Judy and William Johnson 

Non-violent defense hos workecl 
historically and covld today/ 

JOHN M. MECARTNEY 
Detroit 

Democracy= Socialism 
Socialism = Democracy 

SAM & RUTH CLASS 
DAN & SARA SCHEllY 

In Memory of 
Nicola Sacco & Bartolomeo Vanzetti, 

executed August 23, 1927 
-L. GULOTTA 

We were asked to make three wishes 
for our child. 

'Democracy and Socialism in Her Time.' 
-Marshall Moyer & Bonnie Lambert 

With Faith for the Future 

BEA AND SAM TOI.MACH 

GREETINGS FROM 
PORT CHARLOTTE, FLORIDA 

Ida & Abe Kaufman 

A Solute to Socialist Comrades 
on Labor Day 

Charles Barnes 

Socialism - Humanity's Best Hape 

NATALIE & HARRY FLEISCHMAN 

GreeJing$ to DSA local adivists: the 
people who make all of this possible 

Rhys Scholes 

There's Hope For The Future! 

Joseph William Hickman 
Born to Marjorie and Peter 

July 12, 1983, Virginia 

''Every re,volution reveals a passionate 
quest for exuberant life- for total hon
esty between people." 

- Raoul Voneigem 
CHRIS NIELSON, Portland, Ore. 

GREETINGS 

PHILIP H. VAN GELDER 

Democracy, feminism and socialism
inspirations from the pas#, 

guidelines for the. future 
- Beverly Stein, Portland, Ore. DSA 

0. R. ANDER~vN 
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City University Branch THE FUTURE IS IN OUR HANDS! 

NewYorkDSA Best wishes from the DSA Youth Section 
Guy Molyneux, Chair 

John Raymond, Corresponding Secretary 

The faculty and student DSA 
Penny Von Eschen, Organizatimral Secretary 

Tom Canel, Secretary-Treasurer 

branch at the City University At-Large Officers 

of New York Amy Bachrach, New York City 
Anne Evens, Ithaca, NY 

John Gunn, New York City 

Bogdan Denitch, Chair Peri Hall, Northampton, MA 
Sarah Judson, Chapel HilL NC 

R. L. Norman, Organizer Jason Kay, Chicago, IL 
Michael Lighty, Stanford, CA 

Allen Smith, Syracuse, NY 

. 
... 

JOBS, PEACE & FREEDOM 

THE SOCIALIST .. NEWYORKDSA 
COMMUNITY SCHOOL 

2936 W. 8th Street Executive Committee 

Los Angeles, CA -gooos Stanley Aronowitz, Chair 
Jo-Ann Mort, Vice Chair 

The Socialist Community School was created Steve Oliver, Treasurer 
in order to bring a variety of alternative per- Kerry Creel, Organizational Secretary 
spectives before the greater Los Angeles com- Rich Schrader, Corresponding Secretary 
munity. The School offers forums, classes and Lisa Briskman, Membership Secretary 
cultural events. For further infonnation please Deborah Schultz, Education Secretary 
call (213) 385-0650. Jack Clark, Political Actilm Chair 

Gretchen Donart, Publications Director 
Frank Llewellyn, Chair, Development Council 

• 
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DISTRICT COUNCIL 37 
AMERICAN FEDERATION OF STATE, COUNTY & 

MUNICIPAL EMPLOYEES, AFL-CIO 

125 BARCLAY STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10007 

Frank Morelli 
President 

Victor Gotbaum 
Executive Director 

' 

Stanley Hill 
Associate Director 

Arthur Tibaldi 
Treasurer 

Elaine Espeut 
Secretary 

TOW ARD SOCIALISM AND FEMINISM 

A Friend 
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GREETINGS FROM MEMBERS OF 

PITTSBURGH DSA 
Fran Bertonaschi ... Stu Cohen . .. Cindy Deitch ... Larry 
Funsten ... Paul Garver ... Clint Geller ... John Haer ... Lisa 
Holgash ... Kate Luxembourg ... Tim McKeown ... Susan 
Mead ... Ed Meek. .. Paul O'Hanlon ... Joni Rabinowitz ... 
Jerry &Judy Starr ... Elaine Smith ... Bill Wekselrnan 

District 1199 
National Union of Hospital 

and Health Care lmploy ... 

RWDSU/AFL-CIO 

Doris Turner, President 

.. 

Drawing by Erica Weihs. 

PEACE AND FREEDOM CARDS 
FROM WIN MAGAZINE 

FOR HOLIDAY GREETINGS ... 
FOR'YEAR-ROUND CORRESPONDENCE 

An assortment of 12 disarmingly beautiiuicards 
- 4 original designs by talented progressive 
artists. ""Produced in the spirit of the holidays, 
they are also suitable for use as note cards 
year-round. Matching envelopes included. No 
inside message! We've left that part to you! 
1-3 sets of 12 cards, assorted designs and colors, 
for just $4.00 each (plus $1.00 postage and 
handling). 4-9 sets for $4.00 each; 10 or more 
sets for $3.00 each (postpaid). Allow 4 weeks 
for delivery. 
To order, or for further description, write: 

WIN Magazine, Dept. C. 
326 Livingston Street 
Brooklyn, NY 1121 7 

iiiiiiiiiiiiimlll 

In Solidarity 

LOCAL 259 U.A.W. 

Sam Meyers, President. 
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Workers in the Western World 
have never asked of an 

·economic system only that it 
enable them to stay alive: 

They have always asked in 
various ways that it permit, 

even encourage them to find 
in their working· environments 

a reflection of the dignity 
and value wrhich their 

religious and social heritage 
has taught them they are 

entitled !O as human beings. 

International Union of Bric~layers 

and Allied Craftsmen 

John T. Joyce, President 
Edward M. Bellucci, Secretary-Treasurer 

L. Gerald Car1isle, Executive Vice President 
James F. Richardson, Execlitive Vice President 

Louis Weir, Executive Vice President 
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In memoriam 

Olive Golden 
Barbara Merrill 

ChicagoDSA 

"there Is no progress without struggle" 

FREDERICK DOUGLASS 

DONALD SHAFFER ASSOCIATES, INC. 

INSURANCE & FINANCIAL PLANNING 
PENSIONS, EMPLOYEE BENEFITS, 

PROPERTY & CASUAL TY 

11 Grace Avenue 
Great Neck, N.Y. 11021 

212-895-7005 
516-4664642 

WE STAND TOGETHER WITH THE DSA 

FOR PEACE, FREEDOM AND SOCIAL JUSTICE 

THE 
NEW ENGLAND REGIONAL JOINT BOARD 

OF THE 
AMALGAMATED CLOTHING AND TEXTILE 

WORKERS UNION, AFL-CIO-CLC 

ED CLARK, MANAGER 
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SELMA 
L·ENIHAN 

Selma Lenihan, Organizational Direclbr of DSA, and a staff mnnber of the Democratic Socialist Organizing Committee 
almcstfrom the beginning, di&J in June aftera hard-fouglU battle with cancer. The loss to her family, her friends, and the 
movement, is incalculabk. The follcwing statemmt by Michael H<l1'rington was read at the memorial service. 

Selma Lenihan was one of the most vital, exuberant, vibrant persons we will ever 
know. Death is always an outrage, but the cruel and utterly premature way in which 
she was taken from us was an affront to life itself. 

She was open, experimental, irreverent, a woman who somehow was light-heart
ed and courageous at the same time. She had, it seemed to me, more than her share of 
trials, but she persevered and at the end everything seemed to be going well, which is 
one more reason why her death was so intolerable. 

The only time I ever felt that I really was a few years younger than Selma was 
once in New Jersey when I beat her at tennis. The rest of the time she was a loving 
grandmother who made me feel like an old fogey. She never had the chance to be old, 
which was her glory and her tragedy. 

I don't want to romanticize. Selma was also born just a bit before her time and she 
spent most of her working life doing jobs that were literally unworthy of her talents 
with incredible efficiency and a dauntless good humor. Even when she was attending 
to some minor detail of organizational life or arranging my schedule with incompar
able skill, every time we talked she treated those tasks with laughter and wit as well 
as an incredible diligence. 

B:ut, thank God, she didn't stay an anonymous, well-loved heroine in the tradition 
of the feminine mystique. The women's movement liberated her and those last years 
we worked together so that she could live up to her own promise. The incomparable 
secretary and assistant became a leader in her own right, one of the handful of people 
who made a long, difficult political negotiation bear fruit. At the founding convention 
of DSA last year she finally emerged publicly into the very center of our struggles as 
one of four elected directors of the most hopeful socialist organization in years. If she 
was cut down in her prime, at least, in those last years, she had the opportunity to 
discover that prime in all of its fullness. 

But then, Selma gave her entire life to the movement. She and I used to laugh 
about our solemn first meeting at Debbie Meier's house where we gingerly discussed 
whether our different political pasts would make working together difficult. We 
laughed because that first encounter was the last time the issue arose. We-and I 
know, most of us at this memorial service-had always been part of the same move
ment: our coming together was a matter of the heart, not just of the head. 

What I am trying to say is that she devoted her life to the movement, not as a grim 
sacrifice, but as a joyous gift. She lives as long as any of us lives and even beyond. She 
lives as long as the struggle to which she so gladly gave herself goes on. She will be 
there when it is finally triumphant. 

I will not mouth the traditional slogan, "Don't mourn, organize." I want to say, 
mourn deeply a magnificent human being, an irreplaceable, original individual, a 
spirit we love. Then-but only then-organize to make of her tragic death a new 
beginning of hope. 

John Keefe, Jeremy Karpatlan. Penny Schantz, Maxine Phillips, Gordon Haskell, Holly Graff, Leo Casey, Michael Harrington, Jim Chapin, 
Jack Clark, Frank Llewellyn, RuthJordan, Deborah Meier, Kathleen Bartle, HaroldMeyerson, Guy Molyneux, Mark Levinson, BillEngeler, 
Raphael PiRoman, Miriam Bensman, Irving Howe, Patrick Lacefield, Ron Radosh, Jo-Ann Mort, Bogdan Denitch, Elizabeth Goldstein, Peter 
Mandler, Joseph Schwartz, Mary Babic, Steve Oliver, Gretchen Donart, Cynthia Ward, Fritjof Thygeson, Roger Robinson, Marjorie Phyfe, 
Trudy Robideau, Nancy Kleniewski, Stephanie Harrington, Ruth Spitz, Tom Simonds 
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THINK TANK FOR 
THE AMERICAN LEFT 

Featuring· Feminist politics. democratic movements. labor strug
gles. organiZ1ng strategies and left perspea~s on American 
economics. politics and culture. 

CITY 

Subscribe now. 

STATE ZIP 

3202AOEUNE 
BERKELEY CA 94 703 

0 $19.50 One ~ar subscription (6 is.suesJ O S22 Outside of US.-. 

&st W~hes in tm Stmggle 

Coalition of Black Trade Unionists 
William Lucy, Pnsident 

Solidarity Day 1983 
Election Day 1984 

Two important dates for American workers and their fami
lies. Let us march-register-and vote-to make these 
days meaningful 

Murray H. Finley 
Presidml 

Jack Sheinkman 
Secretary-Treasurer 

AMALGAMATED CLOTHING AND TEXTILE WORKERS UNION. 
AFL-CIO, CLC 

Greetings From 
DISTRICT 65 

United Automobile Workers 
AFL/CIO 

David Livingston, President 
Frank Brown, Organization Director 

Cleveland Robinson, Secretary-Treasurer 

Labor Day Greetings from the · 
NASSA~ (LONG ISLAND) LOCAL DSA 

Charlie Russell 
Local Chair 

Lottie Friedman 
Treasurer 

Greetings From 

Portland DSA 
PO Box 45 • Portland, Oregon • 97207 

Solidarity Greetings from 
BOSTONDSA 

Marching down the road from Colonialism to Socialism- to dis
cover our roadblocks. buy and read "WHO Rtn.ES BOSTON?", 
our booklength analysis of the local power structure. 

Order: DSA 
145 Tremont St 
Bo~ton MA 02111 
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alute ... 
Democratic Socialists 

of America 

Solidarity forever 

International Association 
of Machinists 

and Aerospace ~orl<ers, 
AFL-CIO 

William W. Winpisinger 
International President 

Eugene 0. Glover 
General Secretary-Treasurer 

General Vice Presidents 

Mike Rygus Tom Duey 
Ottawa, Ont. Chicago, IL 
Sal laccio Roe Spencer 
New York, NY Dallas, TX 

John Peterpaul 
Washington, DC 
Justin Ostro 
Long Beach, CA 

Stanley Jensen 
Portland, OR 
George Pou Ii n 
Washington, DC 

Merle E. Pryor, Jr. 
Cleve 1nd, OH 



JIMMY HIGGINS REPORTS 
The vanishing middle. You bear a lot 

about the economic r~covery from Republicans these days. And you 
hear even more from highly polished neohberals about the promise 

' of "industrial policy" and the advent of high-tech industry. What you 
don't hear much about is the lopsided growth of the American 
economy into a small sector of technicians and executives and a large 
pool of clerks, secretaries, janitors, fast-food workers, and nurses' 
aides. Vanishing rapidly are the decently paid blue-collar jobs that 
made something approaching middle-class lifestyles possible for the 
largest part of our workforce. Time did a puff piece on the new 
economy in its May 30 issue; in the middle of its paean was a chart 

I 
with best job prospects and worst job prospects, compiled from 
Labor Department statistics. Secretaries, nurses' aides, janitors, 
sales clerks, and cashiers led the "best prospects" list Farmers, 
high school and college teachers, skilled printers, and postal work-
ers were among the categories in the "worst prospects" list. In a 
thoughtful piece in the July AtlanJ:ic, Bob Kuttner reported that 
workers in the fastest-growing industries are earning on average 
$5, 000 less than workers in declining or slow-growing industries. 
Kuttner points to two unfashionable remedies for this polarization 
and potential impoverishment more unionization and expansion of 
the public sector labor market. Any neohberals listening? 

Overheard at a Boston Bar at tbe time 
of the summer AFL-CIO Executive CoW\Cil meetings-"Foreign 
policy always has been the downfall of this organization. We shouldn't 
have our leader serving on a Reagan commission to give the o. k. for 
more involvement down there (in Central America). But I guess 
Kirkland still has Communists on the brain. Hell. if I was living down 
there, making seven bucks a week, seeing my kids live in dirt and 
filth without enough to eat, I might be a Communist, too." The 
speaker was a veteran building trades union operative. 

Pollster's progress. Remember Pat Caddell? 
He was George McGovern's hot-shot kid pollster-strategist in 1972. 
Then he rose to fame and fortune in Jinuny Carter's campaign and 
administration. He gained great notoriety for bis 1977 memo to 

863 BROADWAY, SUITE 801 
NEW YORK. N.Y.10003 
~&12 

Carter outlining a strategy for a new imjonry. Concentrate on upper 
mkldle-class subtabanites and the Somh. and you've got it made, 
Caddell advised; forget that outmoded !'Oew Deal coalition. CaddeD 
showed up at COPE meetings in Bostaa to lecture the labor move
ment on electoral strategy. Guess where be sees the Democrats' 
big potential now: among blacks, woriang people, and women. 

Jimmy and Janie Higgins can't' 
dig up all the dirt by themselves. U ycc fmd an article 
or hear something that you thmk they. and the read
ers of DEMOCRATIC LuT should Jamw. drop them a 
line at DSA, Suite 801, 853 Broadwll)·. N.Y., N. Y. 
10003. 

THIRD WORLD SOCIALISTS 

The only journal that analyzes the palitia! ecmomy, organizations, 
and public policy debates within the .~ American, La
tino, Native American and Black n:mauan in oeTy issw. Pub
lished by the National and Racial~ Coordinating Commit
tee of the Democratic Socialists a! America. 

Subscription (three issues): One )-ezr, S9; two years, $15. 

Name (please type or print) 

Address 

City /State/Zip 

I enclose$ Please make chrdcs ~to: INSTITIITE 
FOR DEMOCRATIC SOCIAIJS 85.1 Broadway, Suite 801, 
New York, N. Y. 10003. 
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